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David Bárta : editor in chief and publisher

Dear readers,

The 21st century is a century of cities and the concept of smart 

cities has been a phenomenon in the last few years in Central 

Europe as well. A lot is spoken, a lot written about smart cities, 

but there are just few good practice examples now at the sight. 

Often, politicians, based on their consultants´ advice, tend to 

a quick purchase of „something clever“ which brings initial 

enthusiasm, but long-term disappointment.

As “examplatrahunt”, I decided to publish a magazine that would 

allow Central European cities and others to inspire each other with 

their visions, strategies, and specifi c projects, thus speeding up 

their own strategies and targeting investments in smart solutions.

Because of the historical and cultural proximity, sharing good 

practice among „our“ cities is a key element in the development 

of the whole region. Promoting local innovation potential, civic 

cohesion and digital literacy seem to be a necessity for the future 

existence of any city and the competitiveness of Central Europe.

In each issue, you can fi nd profi les of up to 10 Central Euro-

pean cities presented by their leaders. They should serve not 

only to inspire but also to establish closer city-to-city relations 

that would lead to joint innovation projects. The magazine also 

focuses on examples of solutions in the fi eld of smart gover-

nance, resource management, and civic activities.

The magazine is supported by the cityone.cz web platform 

as well as the Central European Smart City Fair, URBIS, 

which will allow for personal meetings and further coope-

ration development among the cities as well as innovative 

companies.
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 : „A vibrant public life promotes health, makes  
 our cities safer, can lead to more civic engage  

ment, can create economic opportunity and mobility, builds 
social capital, and connects people to their local communi-
ties.“ That is a citation from Gehl architects´ guide book for 
mayors. Your strategies for changing street design are very 
succesful. Could you specify the key principles of your work?
 

We always start each project by asking: how can be created as 

many good qualities spaces and amenities as possible with the 

project. We engage with the stakeholders - city admin and resi-

dents and ask:what is the vision for the area at eyelevel - how 

can we maximize the potential of a site and what is the vision 

for the LIFE. Then we start a dialogue about the public spaces 

and in the end we ask: How can the building after that be part of 

creating the vision and secure that the project delivers the Public 

Life that we want to achieve.

The method is Simple – LIFE, SPACE, BUILDINGS and it might 

sound too simple, but when a  large project (e.g. a masterplan) 

invites people to make a vision at eyelevel, the following discus-

sions and the normal starting point is changed. This gives space 

for new ideas and new ways of thinking. 

: Everybody here in CEE Europe tells me we are not in 
Copenhagen and the car oriented culture cannot be bea-
ten. You have been working with car oriented US cities so 
I assume you are well experienced. What are the main obsta-
cles you face when changing the culture of a street in such 
a city?
 

It is not a question about the car or not… but it is about fi nding 

the right balance between traffi  c modes. Today many cities are 

asking the questions about how to organize the streets and it is 

a fi ght but is very political. 

Today, we have more and more politicians that dare to go into 

this dialogue and talk about green mobility and more pedestrian 

friendly environments. For politicians it can be dangerous for 

their carrier, because everybody seems to have the idea that it 

ULRIK IS A DEDICATED ARCHITECT CREATING VIBRANT URBAN ENVIRONMENTS 

SUITED FOR SITE-SPECIFIC CONTEXTS. FOCUSED IN THE KEY-GEHL METHODOLOGY, 

ULRIK IS DRIVEN TO CHALLENGE, DEVELOP AND CREATE THE BEST SUITABLE 

CONDITIONS FOR DISTRICTS AND NEIGHBORHOODS. AS AN ASSOCIATE, 

HE IS INVOLVED IN THE ENTIRE PROCESS OF A PROJECT – FROM PROJECT 

DEVELOPMENT TO ITS FINAL HANDOVER.

Working Together 

Is Smart
Ulrik Nielsen : Architect
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is our right to drive a car and parking is the most important issue 

in our cities. BUT if we really want to change the quality of our 

cities, we have to be able to fi nd a way to create a right balance 

between walking, biking and vehicle traffi  c.

The politicians that dare – will have to have a  long-term strategy 

to change things because planning takes time and perseverance.

: How would you characterize a smart city?

I believe a smart city is a city that is robust, dynamic and have 

focus of local people. A smart city is a city that facilitates and gui-

des the development – engages and pushes the green agenda 

and that has a long term vision as well as it is able to deal with 

the instant demands and changes that is needed.

There are many good technical solutions that is part of 

smart-city-thinking, but I always aim to make ‘a happy city’ and 

then we can add ‘big-technical-innovative-expensive-solutions’ 

afterwards.

If we manage to create a happy-city, then we also invite the 

residents to be innovative and engage in ‘City-making’ on 

a  local level and then we work together, which I  believe is 

smart. 

: What would you recommend to CEE cities mayors besi-
des reading your guidebook?
 

Since I do not know the local issues in each city, my answer is 

generic. But it is important to learn from other cities- best prac-

tice cases as well as bad examples of what not to do.

I always invite our clients to cycle in Copenhagen because the 

learnings from Copenhagen can and have inspired many mayors 

and city admin already. The city of Copenhagen is, as we speak, 

re-vising its latest’s projects in order to be a robust and dyna-

mic – city for people. The cities is challenged by ‘water manage-

ment’ issues, green mobility, citizen participation processes and 

general health in a fast developing city fabric and I am 

sure that there are many similarities to learn from. 
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How to make a city more 

You need a change 

of mindset! 

You should :

Reduce car traffi  c 

congestion pricing, more effi  cient use 

of streets, new parking strategy, 

hierarchy of streets

Invite alternative 

transport 

make it more pleasant, convenient 

to bicycle, walk and use public 

transportation

Improve public 

realm  

invite pedestrians and public life, 

better squares, streets and parks

„PEOPLE DON’T CHANGE 

THEIR BEHAVIOUR WHEN 

YOU TELL THEM TO, PEOPLE 

CHANGE WHEN THE CONTEXT 

COMPELS THEM TO.“ 

JAN GEHL

: Phase 1
1960-1980 

Pedestrian Streets

(Walking / Promenade)
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sustainable and liveable? 

: Phase 2 
1980-2000 

Car-free Squares

(Staying / Recreation )

: Final
Even a heavy traffi  c street can be

changed, see New York

: Phase 3 
2000-

Activity Parks / “Playgrounds”

(Playing / Sports / Activities)

: New York results

11%  more pedestrians

35% fewer accidents between 

  pedestrians and cars

42% more local shops in the  

  area
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Brighton, UK
New Road 2005 : before and after
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Strøget, Kbh
1962 : before and after
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:  Vienna is the city with the highest quality of 
life. Could you point out the key aspects of a city with 

high quality of life? 

Quality of life is a  multidimensional phenomenon and the sum 

total of numerous infl uencing variables. High-quality, aff orda-

ble housing and an attractive housing environment as well as 

adequately remunerated work that ensures the coverage of all 

basic needs in life are key factors for the livability of Vienna. In 

addition to socioeconomic parameters, further key dimensions 

serve to defi ne it: thus the individual’s  life satisfaction interacts 

with his or her career and educational attainments, with the qua-

lity of the environment and nature, with safety and security, with 

social participation, leisure quality and culture as well as with 

openness and diversity of gender roles; fi nally, physical, psy-

chological and social health, too, is important. In this context, it 

is essential to continue the Viennese approach of social inclu-

sion, which ensures the participation of all, irrespective of their 

background, physical and psychological condition, sexual orien-

tation and gender identity.

: Central Europe cities start to formulate their visions and 
strategic goals. What is the long term vision of Vienna develop-
ment and what strategic goals have been set out? Who worked 
on the vision and goals and how the citizens were involved? 

The fi rst step was the development of the Smart City Wien Fra-

mework Strategy, which was adopted by the Vienna City Council 

on 25 June 2014. The “Smart City Wien Framework Strategy” is 

a long-term umbrella strategy. The vision: best quality of life for 

all people in the city – combined with maximum resource pre-

servation, which is brought about by comprehensive innovations.

Each of the central areas and the therein specifi ed topicsare 

underpinned through precisely defi ned objectives. A total of 38 

specifi c objectives were defi ned in the Smart City Vienna Fra-

mework Strategy. These objectives for example include a signifi -

cant reduction of greenhouse gas emissions, the establishment 

of the innovation triangle Vienna-Brno-Bratislava or the further 

development of aff ordable housing. Recently a comprehensive 

monitoring mechanism was implemented in order to better eva-

luate progress and to refi ne objectives.

Dipl.-Ing. Thomas MADREITER : City of Vienna‘s Director of Urban Planning
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The Smart City initiative acts as the Smart City platform for all 

stakeholders in the City of Vienna. That includes private busi-

nesses, start-ups, NGOs, research institutions, civil society 

organisations and of course the citizens. 

Involving the citizens in the initiative is important, but a  chal-

lenge at the same time. As a  long-term and holistic initiative 

the Smart City Wien project can only function if it is develo-

ped and shared with the citizens. After all, they are the ones 

that are aff ected by the city’s development in their daily lives. 

However, before being able to promote a  fruitful cooperation 

with the citizens they need to be introduced to the “Smart City 

Wien” theme. Thus, building awareness, for example through 

workshops and social media, is an important tool for the Smart 

City Wien initiative.

: How Vienna measure the impacts of its projects and how 
the project to achieve the goals are selected? 

The eff ects of Smart City Wien projects are best measured by loo-

king at the objectives stated in the framework strategy. In order to 

be able to keep track of those eff ects a monitoring process was 

designed. For each objective a small group of experts was assem-

bled that meets regularly, discusses the progress of a given obje-

ctive, and reports its fi ndings to a coordination group. Thus measu-

res can be taken and objectives can be refi ned. Due to the wide 

variety of objectives, experts from numerous municipal depart-

ments had to be found in order to achieve the broad knowledge 

base that was required to properly conduct this process.

It is important that public as well as private players jointly work towards 

achieving the goals of the Smart City Wien Framework Strategy. In the 

past there have been projects initiated by public entities, by private 

companies as well as projects that have been realised through pub-

lic-private-partnerships. The ultimate requirement for a project to be 

a Smart City Wien project is that it serves the purpose of bringing us 

closer to the achievement of one of the objectives. The pivotal moti-

vator for projects can thus vary. Projects can among others emerge 

through political initiative, EU calls, or through the identifi cation of 

market opportunities. In the future projects will also be initiated after 

the discovery of shortcomings from the monitoring process.

: What technology innovations to support “green agenda” 
the city implements, or plans to implement? 

Innovation is one of three central aspects of the Smart City Wien 

Framework Strategy. The overall objective calls for Vienna to 

become “an innovation leader by 2050 due to top-end research, 

a strong economy and education”. This goal is supported by spe-

cifi c targets in the areas of Research, Technology and Innovation 

(RTI), economy and education. Technological innovations that have 

been integrated into Smart City Wien projects include Big Data, LED 

street lighting, a new effi  cient technology to use the energy from 

metro brakes and many more. Vienna does not only try to make use 

of new technologies, but also to develop them. The project Vien-

naGreenCO2 developed a new CO2 separation process that can 

remove up to 90% of the carbon dioxide from exhaust gases, which 

can thereafter be re-used for example in agriculture.

: How an innovative company from Central Europe can be 
introduced to Vienna and off er its solutions? 

The Vienna Business Agency has been supporting the business 

location Vienna for over 30 years. It is the fi rst point of contact for 

national and international companies. It off ers fi nancial support, real 

Vienna
the city with high 

quality of life
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estate and urban development incentives as well as free service 

and advice. The objective is to strengthen companies’ innovative 

force. As a result, the business location is sustainably developed 

and strengthened in international competition. The Vienna Busi-

ness Agency prioritises and promotes the defi ned focal strengths 

of the city: life sciences, urban technologies, creative industries and 

ICT. Innovations are the key to commercial success and ensure the 

long-term development of the business location.

A special programme off ered by the Vienna Business Agency is the 

Vienna Start-up Package. It is a two months’ program that supports 

selected international start-ups who want to develop their business 

idea in Vienna and explore the Austrian and European market. In 

2017 the package is awarded to twelve promising start-ups that will 

join the city’s community for a two months’ period with extensive 

support. The Vienna Start-up Package includes: cost of travel to 

Vienna (within Europe), accommodation for 2 months, place in a co-

-working apace for two months, 10-hours coaching and an introduc-

tion to Vienna’s start-up scene.

: Which Vienna smart project (projects) is the most impor-
tant from your point of view? 

There is no single most important Smart City Wien project, but there 

are showcase projects such as the Citizens’ Solar Power Plants 

by the city-owned energy provider Wien Energy. By investing in 

community-funded solar power plants, Viennese citizens have the 

opportunity to participate in the development of renewable ener-

gies. Since May 2012, more than 6,000 Viennese citizens have 

contributed to the development of renewable power within the city. 

Wien Energie has realised 24 solar energy projects and 4 wind tur-

bines. The 26,000 panels of the solar power plants generate a total 

of approximately 6.8 megawatt-peak (MWp). The energy is fed into 

the Vienna power grid and provides solar power for approximately 

3,000 local households.

Also Smarter together is a remarkable project: The local inhabitants 

of the traditional district of Simmering as well as the City of Vienna 

numerous partners and enterprises develop joint actions for an 

urban district with a high quality of life. In the EU subsidised Project 

“Smarter together” Smart City implementations such as e-mobility 

and shared mobility and the large scaled refurbishment of buildings 

blocks are carried out in dialogue with the people.

: What would you recommend to Central Europe cities and 
how Vienna could help? 

Climate change and a severe shortage of natural resources, espe-

cially fossil fuels, represent the big global challenges of the coming 

decades. They will determine the future design of cities as living 

spaces. 75% of the CO2 emissions throughout the world is currently 

caused by burning fossil fuels in cities. The trend towards urbani-

sation that we currently experience globally compounds the chal-

lenge for cities to be sustainable. A smart city initiative can serve 

as a framework for a city in order to embrace the opportunities that 

emerge and to reach the goals of the Paris agreement. Finding 

the right approach for a city can be a challenging endeavour, but 

through thorough research and guidance you can develop a stra-

tegy that will be backed by all stakeholders and a framework that 

promotes working towards the same goals. The City of Viennawill 

always have an open mind to form new partnerships, to help other 

cities fi nd their way and to establish new channels for 

knowledge exchange.
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: The Smarter Together project

In cooperation with Munich and Lyon, Vienna received funds 

for the project „Smarter Together“. „Smarter Together“ is 

a  modern, smart project for the development of Simmering-

Geiselberg-Enkplatz area. The European Commission has 

approved funding to support it, which will give Vienna more 

than seven million euros for this project.

Vienna, together with the partner cities of Munich and Lyon, 

has developed a future urban space solution. „Smarter Toge-

ther“ is a demonstration project that makes the city an innova-

tive one. Thanks to the projects taking place in the Simmering 

Nordwest in Vienna, 6 million kWh and 550 tonnes of CO2 will 

be saved each year on energy. This will ensure that 900 jobs 

will be created in part. Savings on heating will be up to 400 

euros per year for dwellings in renovated apartments. „Smar-

ter Together“ is a smart, exceptional project for quality housing 

in Simmering and Vienna in general.

For this ambitious and future-important project supported by 

the European Union, the City of Vienna chose the territory 

of Vienna‘s  Simmering Nordwest, which lies between Son-

nwendviertel in the northwest and Gasometer in the northeast. 

Other signifi cant Vienna 

projects in more detail

UNDER THE SMART CITY WIEN INITIATIVE, NEW PROJECTS ARE BEING CONTINUOUSLY 

IMPLEMENTED ON THE VARIOUS PARTS OF THE FRAMEWORK STRATEGY - WHETHER 

ENERGY, MOBILITY OR SOCIAL ISSUES. HERE ARE SOME OF THEM IN MORE DETAIL:
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In order to succeed, the project is managed by a department 

for the construction of residential complexes in cooperation 

with several municipal departments, TINA Vienna, Wiener Sta-

dtwerke, Wien Energie, Siemens, Kelag, Wiener Linien, Öster-

reichische Post AG, Austrian Institute of Technology, Neue 

Urbane Mobilität Wien and Sycube.

In total, investment in the transformation of the Simmering 

area, where 21,000 Viennese people live, will cost around 

46 million euros. More than 7 million euros come from the 

EU. About 1 300 inhabitants living in apartments that will be 

upgraded according to state-of-the-art technologies will get 

a better quality of life and get signifi cant savings for heating. 

Even for the Viennese economy, this demonstration project is 

an important impetus: it will provide 900 new jobs and some 

new places will be built. It is also important to mention that 

the whole project will be implemented with the participation 

of district residents.

During the preparation of the tender dossier for the EU, the 

entire project team, led by its coordinator, BojanSchnable 

and other highly committed partners, had to devise solutions 

that would be in the EU‘s best interests and achieve the best 

possible result.

The most important are the smart redevelopment of three 

apartment buildings: BWSG on Haff gasse 37-47 (485 dwel-

lings), two municipal houses on Lorystraße 54-60 (95 apart-

ments) and Herbortgasse 43 (52 dwellings). The renovation 

will consist of thermo-energy measures, installation of photo-

voltaics, solar panels, new lighting and deployment of electro 

bikes including charging stations. In total, the renovation will 

cover an area of 75,000 m2. 6 million kWh will be saved annu-

ally. This savings corresponds to energy consumption in 700 

households. 6 million kWh would also be enough to make 

1,500 journeys around the world. Besides the NMS Enkplatz 

School will be rebuilt and will have a modern gym with zero 

energy performance. It will be used for school workshops as 

well as for various clubs.

: WAALTeR project

Social integration, safety, health and mobility for the elderly who 

are interested in living the longest possible life they can decide for 

themselves in their home environment: these are the core points 

of the WAALTeR - Wiener AAL TestRegion project. AAL (active & 

assisted living) means intelligent use of technology in everyday life 

by older people.

WAALTeR addresses demographic challenges, healthcare measu-

res, and digitization of everyday life. For older people to live a life 

Apart from renovation, various smart city 
measures are implemented within the project 

• densifying of the heating network - increasing the 
 number of apartments with connection to the central  
 heating network
• Heat grid - integration of solar energy and waste heat
• Central heating - integration of solar energy and   
 local storage
• Electromobility for mail delivery services and 
 Siemens area
• Electric vehicle sharing system among neighbors
• Urban Living Lab - information and participation   
 of residents (information on Simmeringer Markt,   
 workshops for residents in cooperation with local  
 partners such as VHS and GB, Mobility Points)

Numbers, data, facts

• 75 thousand m2 to be renovated
• 6 million kWh / year on energy savings (in all renova-
 ted buildings)
• Annual savings for residents: 400 euro per household
• Integration of 9 million kWh of renewable energy per  
 year (heat and power)
• Save 550 t CO2
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they can decide for themselves, in a place where they are used, 

WAALTeR develops special packages of services tailored to users 

and based on current Vienna concepts and results of (inter) national 

AAL projects.

In terms of empowerment and participation, users are off ered ser-

vices of social integration, safety, health and mobility. This strengt-

hens the ability and motivation to lead an active life. Support for 

individual activity is also enhanced by personal safety and health 

and social integration, social participation and decision-making on 

oneself.

WAALTeR focuses on people living in diverse forms of urban 

living, helping them actively live and ensuring their social 

enjoyment. In the 83 Viennese households belonging to the 

pilot project, various technologies, including their accompa-

nying services, are used. An example is the use of a  tablet 

with diff erent applications to lead to greater and lighter com-

munication as well as to a greater degree of social activities, 

both individual and common. Households are also testing 

mobile devices to help call for help, sensors that monitor falls 

and help prevent them. In addition, households have access 

to health and telemedicine information to enhance safety and 

health in everyday life. Throughout the project, it evaluates 

how technology and services off er help to people living in 83 

dwellings and other 35 control households of the pilot pro-

ject and how their quality of life is enhanced. Project results 

should in the future aff ect care services. The project was 

launched in December 2016. The project will be completed 

in November 2019.

WAALTeR is a  project under the „Information and Communi-

cation Technologies of the Future - Demographic Change as 

an Opportunity“, supported by the Austrian Ministry of Trans-

port, Innovation and Technology and set up at the instigation 

of the City of Vienna, the headquarters of the Organization 

and Safety Section. The Smart City Wien agency under TINA 

Vienna GmbH is the leading force of the project along with 11 

other partners: the Austian Institute of Technology; Wirtschaft-

spsychologischeUnternehmensberatung GmbH; TU Wien; 

Wiener SozialdiensteAlten- und Pfl egedienste GmbH; Johanni-

terÖsterreichAusbildung und Forschunggemeinnützige GmbH; 

FondsSoziales Wien; Microtronics Engineering GmbH; Dr. Ber-

nard Rupp; CogVis Software & Consulting GmbH; ILOGS Mobile 

Software GmbH und FragNebenan GmbH.

: DigitalCity.Wieniniciative

In September 2014, the „DigitalCity.Wien Initiative“ for the pri-

vate sector and the city of Vienna was offi  cially established, 

setting the goal of anchoring Vienna as the leading digital 

hotspot of Europe, presenting Vienna both within the city and 

abroad.

The initiative originated as a  result of an open discussion of 

possible solutions to the lack of expertise in IT in Vienna in 2013 

and has developed to a much wider extent than originally anti-

cipated.

The main outline of the initiative was launched at the launch 

event on 16 September 2014, attended by 2 000 candidates. It 

was then developed in the following month and extensive topics 

emerged, including a  program containing specifi c projects to 

be implemented. In cooperation with the City of Vienna and its 

agencies, events of a diverse nature are organized on diverse 

themes. An example is DigitalDays. For more information, visit: 

https://digitalcity.wien/1

: Smart links

The latest list of Smart City Wien projects can be found here:

https://smartcity.wien.gv.at/site/projekte/2

A  brochure titled „Knowledge of Vienna“ (http://www.
t inav ienna.at /s i tes/defaul t / f i les/ 1203 _TINAVIENNA _
Brosch%C3%BCre_deutsch_low_0.pdf3) was published in 

2011 together with a  catalog of urban technologies incorpo-

rating all technologies and the city strategy of Vienna in the 

context of smart city, including the most important projects. 

The catalog thematically covers areas such as water, energy, 

resource and the environment protection up to mobility and 

waste management.

1
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Kolín 

Smart 

Keychain
Pupils of the 6th Elementary School 

in Kolín have something to celebrate 

with the start of the school year. The 

„Kolín Smart Keychain“ project has 

been fully launched.

KOLÍNSMART KEYCHAIN IS A UNIQUE PROJECT NOT ONLY IN THE CZECH REPUBLIC, 

BUT ALSO IN CENTRAL EUROPE.  KOLÍN IS A LEADING CZECH CITY THAT DELIBERATELY 

AND SUCCESSFULLY IMPLEMENTS MODERN TECHNOLOGY INTO ITS OWN URBAN ECO-

SYSTEM. THANKS TO KOLÍN’S SUCCESS, OTHER CITIES ALSO GOT INSPIRED TO MAKE 

TECHNOLOGICAL ADVANCES. THE PUPILS OF THE 6TH ELEMENTARY SCHOOL IN KOLÍN 

ARE THE FIRST TO ENJOY THE BENEFITS OF THE SMART KEYCHAIN.
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The 6th Elementary School in Kolín launched the pilot project fully on 

the fi rst school day, on 4 September 2017.  Kolín’s city representati-

ves and the management of the 6th Elementary School in Kolín took 

part in the opening of the school year and the start of the project.

Unique Keychains were handed over to pupils in individual clas-

ses. Each pupil received a personal letter with his/her own Smart 

Keychain and a brief guide on how to use it.  Together with the 

letter, each pupil received a practical brochure detailing the fea-

tures of the Keychain and its use. The brochure will advise both 

pupils and their parents on how to handle and make the most of 

the Keychain’s modern technology. The schoolchildren were also 

cheeredby a bag of gift items. 

The KolínSmart Keychain project is designed primarily for elemen-

tary school pupils.  The Keychain comes in the form of a small plastic 

card that can be attached to keys.  The goal of the Keychain is to 

replace the set of chips, keys or wallets children normally use with 

a single tool. One such unifying tool should be able to carry out all 

the identifi cation, access or payment activities of pupils. Thanks to 

the use of a contactless chip, the Smart Keychain can now fulfi l the 

function of a reader card of Kolín Municipal Library or a chip for orde-

ring and dispensing lunches in the school canteen. It also opens 

a school electronic lock or can be used as a  time ticket in Kolín 

public transport. But the Smart Keychain opens up even greater 

opportunities and the project has many bold visions for the future.

The Keychain can also be activated as a prepaid card where parents 

can send their children’s pocket money. Thanks to its easy control, 

safe operation and versatile use, the Keychain is also suitable for 

the youngest pupils. When paying with a Keychain in partner stores, 

the user gets interesting discounts and benefi ts.  The card will not 

allow any overdraft of a limit or balance. The history of all Keychain 

transactions is available online, providing parents with an easy way 

to supervise their children’s payment activities as and when needed.  

The world is changing more and more rapidly; the old prin-
ciples and technologies are disappearing and new ones are 
evolving. The young generation should, now more than ever, 
be educated in accordance with current developments, new 
knowledge and in real time. Kolín Keychain knows how to 
actively engage children in today’s modern world.

It is a helpful tool and a smart technology that educates over the 

long term. And like every good project, Smart Keychain is also plan-

ning, evolving and improving. 

The Keychain philosophy aims to make eff ective use of science and 

modern technology for general public benefi t. One of such visions of 

the future capabilities of the Keychain as a payment card for elemen-

tary school pupils is, for example, the possibility of restricting the pur-

chase of products inappropriate for children and young people. The 

development of the Keychain also includes the preparation of tea-

ching materials and a study programme for schools on the subject of 

„Financial literacy“. The main goal will be to make the young genera-

tion familiar with topics from the world „outside and beyond school“ 

but also to motivate them to take into account current technological 

trends and to understand the demands of the labour market and the 

expectations of employers.  Another key step in the development of 

the Keychain is to extend the current off er with new services, making 

the product even more attractive – for instance by linking it to the 

health care sector where the Keychain could be used as an electro-

nic health book for children and their parents. In practice this would 

mean that parents will know when the next vaccination of their child 

is due; they will be able to make an appointment in advance, for 

a specifi c date and time with a pre-selected physician who will have 

all the records of previous examinations.  For some this may sound 

like the music of a distant future, while others may see it as a neces-

sary standard in today’s world; nevertheless, one thing is certain: the 

Smart Keychain has and will always have something to off er.
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Pilsen
Martin Zrzavecký : Mayor of the city of Pilsen 

What makes it a smart city?

Martin Zrzavecký : He has been the mayor of the city of Pilsen since 2014, before he worked for four years as the Deputy Mayor of 

Pilsen for Economy. Before working for the city, he worked in the area of information systems, so he understands the need of using 

modern technologies and the Smart City concept. He describes himself as a person of technical designation, so he sees smart 

solutions as very important for the development of municipalities. He personally considers the ones focusing on transport and the 

environment to be the key ones. In his spare time, he likes to photograph, spend time in nature, devote himself to hunting, cottage, 

and DIY. He is a leader of Pilsen Smart City concept.

976             169 033          CZ
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: Smart City Pilsen

Pilsen is the fourth largest city in the Czech Republic and occu-

pies its dominant position in the western part of the country, with 

almost 170,000 inhabitants. It is a  modern, dynamic and rapidly 

developing center of industry, commerce, science, information 

technology, research and innovation, Pilsen also holds the title of 

European Capital of Culture 2015. In its strategic objectives, the city 

aims to increase research benefi ts for society and the development 

of industries with high added value, providing high-quality support 

infrastructure services, eliminating risks and barriers in transport, 

and providing services to prevent spatial exclusion.

: Visions and strategic goals

Pilsen is constantly trying to improve the lives of its citizens. The city 

works on smart projects, looks for modern solutions, and uses the 

technologies that contribute to it. Some „upgrades“ already work, 

another “features” is now being put into practice or are prepared. 

Pilsen wants to be at the top of the Czech Republic and wants to be 

proud of being a city of research, development and innovation. Big 

ambitions, for example, in the fi eld of unmanned aviation, strive to 

be the number one within the Czech Republic in the development 

and use of drones. As the fi rst city in the Czech Republic, Pilsen has 

permission to carry out aerial work, has a new background for its Dro-

net Center, initiated the establishment of the Certifi cate Program of 

Unmanned Aviation Technology at the University of West Bohemia in 

Pilsen, organizes a unique DronFest unmanned fl ying festival, which 

was ranked among the largest events of its kind in world, and more.

: Key Smart Projects

Cameras in public transport vehicles

The public transport operator of the city have been deploying came-

ras in their bus, trolley and tram fl eets that are to monitor events 

inside the vehicles. The aim is to increase the safety of passengers 

and employees of the transport company and to act preventively. 

There will always be 5 to 8 cameras in a vehicle depending on its 

size. The records will arrive at the municipal police desk, mostly with 

a half-hour delay. In the future, online transmission is expected to 

provide a direct connection with the police. The records will be pro-

cessed exclusively by the police.

Smart Edu Pilsen

Pilsen has its own project, which supports the improvement of tech-

nical education. The city provides facilities for its primary and secon-

dary schools, and new interactive teaching technology. It off ers the 
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robotics center‘s activities in the fi eld of teacher education, leisure-

-time technical education of children, introduces robotics teaching 

at elementary schools, interconnects technical secondary schools 

in Pilsen with elementary schools, and technical faculty of the West 

Bohemian University in Pilsen with technical secondary schools. 

More information about the project is at http://smartedu.plzen.eu/ 1.

Network of the Internet of Things

Pilsen, as the fi rst city in the Czech Republic, built its own sensor 

network LoRa. It serves as a low rate data and low energy commu-

nication network. This innovative access technology can transfer 

data from places where there are no other connectivity options.

With the network being put into operation, various applications may 

arise, such as the actual state of air quality, water level in the Pilsen 

rivers etc. The city companies can use the network to monitor occu-

pied parking spaces, water and heat netmetering etc. More infor-

mation about the project is available at http://iot.plzen.eu 2.

Defi brillators in the streets

Pilsen purchases external defi brillators to save lives. Many of them 

have already been deployed, and others are still deployed to the 

busiest places in the city and to the vehicles of the Municipal Police 

in Pilsen. The devices are located, for example, in the swimming 

pool, in the building of the City Hall in Pilsen, in the Great Theater, 

in the New Theater building and on the ground fl oor of the Town 

Hall. The device location overview and the follow-up rescue team 

navigation is operated by the medical emergency dispatch center. 

Every citizen can use the device to save life.

Traffi  c intensity map
Pilsen has its map of traffi  c intensity; it is unique in the Czech Repub-

lic and Europe. Within an application, which was created as a super-

structure of the classical transport model of the city, people can fi nd 

the load of individual Pilsen roads at hourly intervals. The input data 

refl ects current closures and constraints and also other factors are 

projected. The map is accessible on the web https://intenzitado-
pravy.plzen.eu 3.

Pilsen Satellite to Space

PilsenCube II - this is a unique project, which is created in coope-

ration with the city of Pilsen and the University of West Bohemia 

in Pilsen. The university will build together with students a functi-

onal picosatellite that will be sent to space. High school students 

will design experiments that will be installed inside the satellite and 

create a set of interest education classes in the Pilsen Center for 

Robotics. The city supported the project with CZK 1.5 million (cca 

60 000 Euro). Detailed information is at http://pilsencube.cz 4.

Trolleybuses with battery drive

Pilsen wants to replace all trolleybuses with auxiliary diesel gear 

with new trolleybuses with traction battery as an independent drive. 

Battery trolleybuses have been tested by Pilsen Public transport 

operator in the streets since February 2017 for seven vehicles. They 

have demonstrated great driving performance in the real operation; 

the testing has brought excellent results. The new type of trolleybus 

is even more environmentally friendly and off ers greater comfort for 

both passengers and drivers.

Mobility

Environment

Security

Smart offi  ce
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Pilsen intensively cooperates with students, supports them 

and provides them with facilities in their own Dronet Tech-

nology Center. Many students now work on city-specifi c 

tasks, such as a project that improves the bike-sharing sys-

tem, a device that monitors a maximum staying time at supply 

points, and an application that controls the drone the best 

and other grant competitions supported by the city. The col-

laboration with the city for young people can be an impetus 

for their own business, for their own start-up.

For example, sixteen-year-old Jan Czapek spent the entire 

holiday in cooperation with experts from the Information 

Technology Administration of the City of Pilsen. He studies 

at the Higher Technical School and the Secondary Industrial 

School of Electrical Engineering in Pilsen, and he is inte-

rested in information technology. He has participated in many 

competitions and is currently completing an application for 

bikesharing.

We want to be 

hatching talents; 

one story for all

: What do the Pilsen people like?

Free WiFi
For our citizens and tourists, we have provided WiFi coverage, both 

in the relaxation and tourist locations of the city and in the buildings 

of the city offi  ces. We have used our metropolitan optical network. 

Everyone can connect to WiFi free of charge, without registration 

for one hour, then he/she is disconnected from the network.

Application Plznito (Pilsen it)

With this app, people on their mobile phone can send a  city 

request for troubleshooting (such as public lighting defects, mess 

around waste bins, a damaged bench, etc.). The app is available 

for Android, iOS, Windows Phone and has a web section at www.
plzni.to 5. People learn about the status of their requests. 2,845 

reports have been resolved so far.

Pilsencard

The Pilsen Card facilitates access to many city services - it is 

possible to upload in electronic form a subscription or cash for tra-

velling by public transport and Integrated Transport in Pilsen, it can 

be used to book tickets for cultural events of some institutions, it 

is also applied in schools and companies, serves as a library card 

or a discount card within the bonus program. More at  http://www.
plzenskakarta.cz 6

1

3

5

2
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Mgr. MICHAEL KAŠPAR : 1. Vice Mayor of the city of Kolín 1�261             30,000           CZ

Kolín
The key is the keychain

Mgr. Michael Kašpar – 34 years : 1st vice-mayor  of the city since 2014, until then (and currently still for 2 hour a week) a secon-

dary school teacher at Kolín Gymnasium. A long-time active sportsman. In Kolín he is responsible for education, culture, sport, the 

environment, subsidy policy, public procurement, fi nance and Smart City. He is a promoter of open offi  ce and transparent public 

administration.
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: City Kolín

Kolín is a cultural, historical district town located near Prague –

in the east of the Central Bohemian region on the River Elbe, 

founded in 1261. It has over 30,000 inhabitants, and the ave-

rage altitude is 220 meters. It is an important railway junction. 

The chemical industry (Paramo, Draslovka, Lučební závody), 

the automobile (TPCA – Toyota-Peugeot-Citroën) and the 

printing industry are prominent. In 2005, a modern industrial 

park was established on the northern outskirts of the city. 

More than 5,000 people are employed there.

: City Vision

In implementing measures for smart cities, I  prefer functi-

onal and eff ective solutions. For Kolín we are trying to cho-

ose those we believe will be benefi cial for our citizens, for 

offi  cials, ideally for both groups at the same time. Strategies 

and visions are certainly needed, but often the journey ends 

only with them. If, after identifying problems, we are able to 

respond operationally and implement life-saving measu-

res, it is the best way we can go - be SMART not because 

SMART is IN but because the solutions themselves have 

a high added value.

: Strategic goals

E-Bureau 

The goal is to maximally connect the Office with people; we 

want to implement Citizens Portal and complete electronic 

submissions – an interface for citizen-to-city electronic com-

munication, a  portal for dealing with various life situations, 

and communication with the citizens‘ (business) office in an 

Internet environment through ”smart” online forms. We will 

extensively expand the information system enabling effe-

ctive clearance of clients in selected departments of the 

Kolín Municipal Office – making an appointment for a certain 

time using an Internet application. We will provide the possi-

bility to pay fees through a payment gate without having to 

visit the office.

Transportation and Parking 

Extension of the possibility of guiding drivers to free par-

king places throughout the city is already under implemen-

tation. We are already working on smart bus stops with wi-fi, 

electronic timetables showing the exact location of a parti-

cular bus and the actual departure time.

With mobile application Kolín v mobilu (Kolín in Mobile Phone), 

we want to integrate everything that’s  possible for residents, 

and unite all Smart City systems. It is not fragmented partial 

solutions, but complex interconnected systems with user-fri-

endly interface and high added value that are essential.

In the framework of energy management, we want to introduce 

comprehensive electronic monitoring of consumption and opti-

mization of consumption in municipal buildings, schools, nurse-

ries. Another aim is to support electromobility – charging stati-

ons, electrobikes, etc.

Aktuální 
přehled kulturních, 

sportovních 
a společenských akcí 

pořádaných
 v Kolíně.

Novinky 
z Kolína – 

nejdůležitější aktuality 
z městského úřadu, 

jeho organizací 
a dalších 
subjektů.

Umožňuje 
focení 

a reportování 
závady.

Jízdní řády 
MHD a průběh 

jednotlivých linek, 
přehled parkovišť 

a parkovacích 
zón.

 Informace 
s kontakty na kulturní 
a sportovní zařízení; 
umístění sběrných 

dvorů, separace 
odpadu.

Popis a kontaktní 
údaje městského 

úřadu (vedení města, 
jednotlivé odbory 

a další organizace).

Encyklopedie 
Kolína pro 

občany 
i návštěvníky.

SOS kontakty 
(záchranná služba, 

policie, hasiči, 
městská policie, 

nemocnice, havárie 
plynu, vody 

a další).

Umožňuje 
focení 

a reportován
závady.

 Informace 
s kontakty na kulturní 
a sportovní zařízení; 
umístění sběrných 

dvorů, separace 
odpadu.

městská policie, 
nemocnice, havárie

plynu, vody 
a další).

Kolin_v_mobilu_2014_07.indd   1 28.7.2014   14:02:20
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: Key smart projects

Kolín in mobile phone
An app designed not only for tourists but especially for our citizens. 

They can learn all about the city, fi nd any contact, and call or write 

to the responsible offi  cials or directly to city government. They can 

also take a picture of a defect in the public space (a hole in the 

pavement, a damaged bench, etc.) and send it to the offi  ce, where 

the submissions are automatically distributed to the appropriate 

department to be resolved by the compentent staff . This includes 

the aforementioned parking. The application has many other fea-

tures. We are still expanding it and it is very successful. Our goal 

is to implement all subsystems into one application. All this so that 

people do not have to visit the offi  ce and can do everything from 

their home, for example in the evenings. We want to create a simple 

payment option, e.g. for waste fees or dog fees. The application has 

over 5,000 downloads now. http://www.eternal.cz/kolín/ 1

The Smart Waste Management System

includes monitoring the fi ll level of containers for sorted waste. 

People can look at the web site to fi nd out where the nearest 

containers are located, what their current fi ll level is and when the 

next pick-up is planned: https://kolín.smartcity.cz/public/ 2. This is 

a guide for the waste management company to optimize garbage 

collection and the number and placement of the containers and, if 

needed, addition of extra containers. But from an outside perspe-

ctive, the most important factor is that the container places are visi-

bly cleaner. The purpose of the project is to optimize the collection 

routes and the number of containers at individual locations in the 

city, to achieve an increase in the proportion of sorted waste and 

cleaner places around the containers after the optimization of the 

routes. By 2024, according to the Waste Management Act, land-

fi lling is to be entirely replaced by recycling, composting or waste 

incineration. Cities should start preparing now and motivate their 

inhabitants to behave in a more environmentally conscious way. 

The service works on a simple principle. Each container for sor-

ted waste is provided either with ultrasonic sensors (active mode) 

or a special sticker with NFC chip and QR code (passive mode). 

These detectors inform about the fi ll level of the container through 

the data network or through readings by the mobile application.

Smart parking

Thanks to the sensors installed in the paving, people can use 

a website, a mobile application or interactive signs accross the 

city to see the location and number of free parking places. At 

the same time, the application allows for an extremely simple 

system of parking payment throughout the city; the driver does 

not have to look for  a parking terminal or use a ticket. The app 

automatically alerts the user when the parking payment expires 

and can extend the paid time remotely (e.g. from a restaurant) 

without having to come to the car. The City Police has a detai-

led overview of payments on their mobile phones and tablets 

and can simply and interactively check who has really paid. The 

parking ticket is sent to the user’s email; the app has the option 

of a summary in the form of a monthly tax document, displays 

all the parking places on the map and can also navigate to the 

selected parking lot.
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Kolín Smart Keychain is a  unique project not only in the 

Czech Republic but also in Central Europe. Kolín is a leading 

Czech city that deliberately and successfully implements 

modern technology into its own urban ecosystem. That is 

why the pupils of the 6th Elementary School of Kolín will be 

the first to enjoy the Smart Keychain, already from the start 

of the school year (September 2017). 

The Kolín Smart Keychain project is designed primarily for 

elementary school pupils. The Keychain comes in the form 

of a small plastic card that can be attached to keys. The goal 

of the Keychain is to replace the set of chips, keys, or wallets 

children normally use by a single tool. One such unifying tool 

should be able to carry out all the identif ication, access or 

payment activities. Thanks to the use of a contactless chip, 

the Smart Keychain can now fulfil the function of a  reader 

card of Kolín Municipal Library or a  chip for ordering and 

dispensing lunches in the school canteen. It also opens 

a school electronic lock or can be used as a  time ticket in 

the Kolín public transport.

The Keychain can also be activated as a prepaid card where 

parents can send their children’s pocket money. Thanks to 

its easy control, safe operation and versatile use, the Key-

chain is also suitable for the youngest pupils. When paying 

with a Keychain in partner stores, the pupil gets interesting 

discounts and benefits. The card will not allow any overdraft 

of a  limit or balance. Because the Keychain is really smart, 

it blocks payments in shops innappropriate for youth. So for 

example, schoolchildren cannot buy tobacco and alcohol. All 

Keychain transactions are available online, allowing parents 

to supervise their children’s activities regularly.

The world is changing more and more rapidly; the old prin-

ciples and technologies are disappearing and new ones are 

evolving. The young generation should, now more than ever, 

be educated in accordance with current developments, new 

knowledge and in real time. Kolín Keychain actively engages 

children in real life of the digital world. It is a  helpful tool 

and a  smart technology that educates over the long term. 

Kolín Smart Keychain is a good example of efficient use of 

modern technology for general public benefit. http://www.
chytraklicenka.cz/ 3

Kolín

Smart 

Keychain

1

3

2
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Krakow
Elżbieta Koterba : Deputy Mayor of Krakow, responsible for the city development

Smart City Strategy

Elżbieta Koterba : Deputy Mayor of Krakow, responsible for city development. An architect and an urban planner, the author of 

many realised projects concerning development complexes and spatial development plans for the city and municipalities. She is 

also responsible for, among other bodies, the City Development Department coordinating smart solutions for the city. She promotes 

the implementation of innovative initiatives concerning residents‘ participation in governing the development of Krakow as well as 

testing smart solutions in the areas relating to the quality of life in the city.

966             759 800          POL
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: Smart City Krakow

One of the most important and famous Polish cities, the former capi-

tal of the country. In terms of the number of inhabitants (765,000), 

the area (327 km2) and the population density of 2332 inhabitants 

per km2, it is second only after Warsaw. The city is a popular tou-

rist destination - over 10 million visitors a year. Krakow is known 

as a  traditional, cultural and academic centre. It is also currently 

a booming economic and business centre.

: City vision and strategic goals

At present, Krakow is facing many civilizational challenges, 

while at the same time having enormous development poten-

tial - we are a leading economic and scientifi c centre - which 

further motivates us to seek innovative solutions, and fi nally to 

create such a city that will help fulfi l the dreams and needs of 

both its present and future residents.

The city development aims to continuously improve the qua-

lity of life of the residents, and therefore, their expectations 

and needs are the most important source of inspiration in 

the selection and implementation of urban projects. In Kra-

kow, smart city management plays an important role in the 

development of the city, however the“smart city” approach 

cannot be considered as a  fashion or ideology helping to 

solve any problems. A smart city of today should exist, fi rst 

of all, for the benefi t of the residents - meeting their needs 

and even anticipating their needs, therefore, implementing 

the “smart city” idea is a continuous process in which the city 

should respond fl exibly to new challenges, relying not only 

on the new technologies and technically-advanced services 

but, above all, also on the skilful use of resources - so as to 

optimize solutions while balancing the needs of the residents 

and the potential of the city.

The “smart” tools associated with the latest technological 

advances have to cope with the need for a  fast and effi  cient 

fl ow of information so that they canbe used to smartly link all 

of the areas of the city governance. 

: Key smart projects

Intelligent Transport Systems 

the organization of traffi  c and effi  cient public transport are 

amongthe key determinants of the quality of life in the city, 

therefore Krakow, in order to meet the requirements, has 

successfully implemented and used Intelligent Transport Sys-

tems (ITS). The fi rst is the Tram Traffi  c Control System (TTSS) 

responsible for monitoring public transport operations, orga-

nising detours in the event of diffi  culties and breakdowns, 

informing passengers at tram stopabout arrival times (more 

than 300 passenger information boards have been installed). 

The boards keep travellers informed about the time remai-

ning until the arrival of the next tram or bus, any possible traf-

fi c fl ow diffi  culties, or other important passenger issues. The 

TTSS also assists tram drivers in scheduling, enables surveil-

lance and a broad analysis of historical data, and identifying 

locations that require improvements in schedules, traffi  c pat-

terns, or traffi  c lights.

The other system is the Urban Traffi  c Control System (UTCS)

which primarily regulates car and pedestrian traffi  c. It mea-

sures and analyses the number of vehicles and their speed. 

Depending on the situation, the system switches to green, 

detects pedestrians and cyclists, as well as the trams that 

should be given priority. UTCS operates along one of the 

main arterial routes of the city, where since the introduc-

tion of dynamic signalling, circulation has increased by 25%. 

Together with such auxiliary systems as VMS traffi  c control 

panels (for drivers) and cameras (more than 300 units), it is 

possible to carry out continuous surveillance of traffi  c in the 

city, report breakdowns and failures in real time and archive 

the collected data for further analyses. All of the activities are 

coordinated by a modern Traffi  c Control Centre, operating 24 

hours a day, 7 days a week.

Intelligent lighting

The modernisation of the urban lighting system is Krakow’s exam-

ple of the optimisation of energy consumption, one of the 

important features of a „smart city“. In 2016, a project was com-

pleted which included the replacement of street lighting with 

new energy-saving LED lighting (over 7000 luminaires) with 

the extension of the telemetry layer. The former street lighting 

system in Krakow generated high environmental and mainte-

nance costs, and the modernisation resulted in the reduction 

of energy consumption of street lighting by 63.13%, the equiva-

lent of a reduction in CO2 emissions by 1809.97 mg/year. The 

fi nancial benefi ts primarily include maintenance savings (about 

EUR 16,000 per year) and, above all, energy savings (approx.

EUR 300,000 per year). The modernisation also enabled the 

use and development of an Intelligent Lighting Control System. 

Thanks to a partnership with the AGH University of Science and 

Technology, the project was supplemented by an extension of 

the telemetry layer and the creation of innovative software in 

the fi eld of control. The project is one of the many examples of 

the cooperation between local government and universities in 

the fi eld of intelligent solutions, which is a valuable experience 

for both parties.
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Intelligent water and sewage network 
management system (ISZS)

The purpose of the current smart network management sys-

tem is to produce resource savings, monitor leaks and water 

losses from water supply networks, and prevent infi ltration of 

water into the sewage systems and tracing any potential leaks 

into the environment, as well as adapting to climate change. 

The use of the intelligent hydraulic model and hydrodynamic 

network together with the equipment for current parameter 

monitoring will help to optimise the performance of the equi-

pment. The goal is also to provide alternative water supply 

paths, as well as to simulate the operation of the network 

during breakdowns or environmental contamination. The hyd-

raulic model upgrades and integration with GIS systems make it 

possible to keep track of the network operations incontinuous 

mode, automatically generate alarms in non-standard network 

operations or simulate the network operations in advance (up 

to 48 hours) with the possibility of analysing past time.

In addition, the sewerage network model will be linked to the 

precipitation forecast by simulating the network operation and 

the occurrence of potential fl oods in advance, as based on 

forecast data. Data from the on-line model can be used in the 

analyses carried out in the detailed model of the water supply 

and sewage network.

Smart parking

a pilot system is in operation on several selected streets in the 

city centre to assist the management of the Paid Parking Zone. It 

is a tool that will collect information about the availability of par-

king spaces in the zone 24 hours a day, 7 days a week and then 

display it on street signs positioned as drivers enter the streets 

covered by the system. The real-time tool will help manage the 

zone more eff ectively and will also help improve the air quality in 

the city by eliminating unnecessary car traffi  c.

The solution provided is the basis for the Krakow city open platform-

giving information about the availability of parking spaces, not only 

in the paid parking zone but also in other locations, such as surface, 

underground, P + R or private car parks. In Krakow, a free-of-charge 

mobile InfoParking application is already available, providing com-

prehensive information about paid parking zones, and others such 

as a map of the zones, parking meter locations, stopover prices, 

available payment methods, operating hours of the paid parking 

zone and a GPS locator of parked cars; ultimately, the application 

will present all information about parking spaces in Krakow.
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Observatory 

- Local Map 

Service 

Krakow was the fi rst city in Poland to provide an interactive tool – 

the Observatory Service – the map portal, integrating a variety 

of spatial data in one place. The service allows anyone to check 

out a lot of information about Krakow without having to leave their 

home oroffi  ce. The Observatory allows every user to receive 

complete information about the selected plot, for example: num-

ber, shape, surface area, development, surroundings, ownership, 

architectural decisions issued in the neighbourhood and transa-

ction prices of residential units. The tool is especially useful for 

architects, construction specialists, land surveyors, investors, 

urban planners and people who are looking for a real estate pro-

perty for their planned investments, such as building a house or 

a multi-family facility. The city is constantly expanding the portal 

and presenting more and more information from its offi  cial resour-

ces, while the available data is constantly being updated.

The portal presents the information in various datasets that make 

up map compositions. There are many layers available in the ser-

vice: architectural permits and decisions, environmental decisi-

ons related to tree felling and planting, spatial planning, strategic 

investments, land and building accounting, roads, nature con-

servation, the ownership structure, price register - transactions 

on premises, land development and communication.

One of the functions of the Observatory is the possibility for resi-

dents to pass comment on the planting of greenery in the city; 

such interactive polls can be used in consultations that cover 

virtually every topic. On the website, you can see data descri-

bing not only the current state of urban space, but also historical 

data and future changes and directions of development. The 

portal address is: http://msip.um.krakow.pl/obserwatorium/ 1.

Krakow aspires to become a modern metropolis, off ering a high 

quality of life, conditions suited to an innovative economy, being 

a modern city managed by the use of ICT technology, taking 

into account the voice of Krakow residents and their partici-

pation in public life. Such vision of development is successfully 

realized in Krakow.

1
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Gdańsk
Piotr Grzelak : Vice–Mayor for Housing and Public Utilities Policy

One of the most innovative 

and open-minded Polish cities

Piotr Grzelak / 35 years old : he has been the Vice–Mayor for Housing and Public Utilities Policy in Gdańsk since 2014. He is 

responsible for housing, transportation system, waste management and other municipal services.

997             463 754           POL
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: Gdańsk

Gdańsk, located at the southern coast of the Baltic Sea, has a his-

tory of over 1000 years and is the largest city in the Pomerania 

region of northern Poland. It is a  large centre of economic life, 

science, culture and a popular tourist destination. Gdańsk has the 

third biggest airport in Poland (over 4 million passengers per year) 

and the largest container terminal in the Baltic Sea (over 1.2 million 

TEU in 2016 with capacity 3 million TEU). With over 460,000 inha-

bitants it is one of few Polish cites with relatively good demogra-

phics. From several years the birth rate has been growing as well 

as migration rate. http://www.gdansk.pl/en/1

: Innovative tools

Gdańsk is considered as one of the most innovative and open-min-

ded Polish cities and the cyclingcapital of Poland. These opinions 

commits us to do our best in terms of sustainable transport as well 

as innovative tools.It all started back in the 90s. In 1994, Gdańsk 

bought fi rst low-fl oor buses in Poland. Today it sounds rather com-

monly, but after years of iron curtain isolation and economic stag-

nation it was a  real revolution and re-orientation of approach in 

public transport. We said: It should not only run, but it also should 

be as accessible and convenient for everyone as possible.

Today with all easy-accessible busses and almost 90% of our 

trams, we are working towards integration enhancement.We are 

re-developing transport hubs located all over the city to connect 

not only trams or busses, but also trains and bikes or cars. We are 

working on ticket and fares integration too. With over 50 transpor-

tation authorities and companies to cooperate and its diffi  culty, 

the fi rst stage, introduced next year, will be ticket and reckoning 

integration within the metropolitan area (Metropolitan Electronic 

Ticket). It is too soon to tell more details about its functionality, but 

we want it to be the most integrated, convenient and up-to-date 

solution available on the market. So it will not be only an electro-

nic ticket, but it also could be a student ID card, library card and 

debit or credit card as well. From the technical side there is no 

limit to integrate it with existing chip-based cards. However, using 

smartphones as a debit card is becoming very popular today and 

slowly replaces plastic cards, thereforewe want it to be smart repla-

cement for today’s apps in everyday usage as well.

: Metropolitan Electronic Ticket

Metropolitan Electronic Ticket will be also integrated with intro-

ducing in 2018 Metropolitan Bicycle Sharing System. We all know 

public bicycle sharing systems with docking stations and not-

-always convenient registration and payment ways. Our system 

will be one of the biggest in Poland and one of the most advanced 

system in Europe. It will be IV-generation system fully based on 

GPS app. It means that the system is dockless and bike could be 

rented by your smartphone and returned on every bicycle rack in 

the city. To avoid uncontrolled locked-up bikes all over the city, 

with the system will come over new 4,300 bicycle racks. These 

racks will be preferred by the system, which means leaving bike 

here will be cheaper for a user. The system will be fl exible enough 

to modify pricing just on base of real-time traffi  c and bikes location. 

For example it could reward users going in less popular directions, 

for instance uphill (altitude diff erence in Gdańsk reaches up to 200 

m) or in the sunny day from the beach to the city centre.

But there is another advantage of using Metropolitan Electronic 

Ticket or Metropolitan Bicycle Sharing System. The advanced 

IT system will provide us with very valuable data. It will show us 

how and where people travel, which routes they take by bikes, 

where bicycle racks are more used, or which directions are 

more frequent. Based on that data we could plan investments in 

infrastructure or maintenance. The same applies in case of the 

ticket and public transport: which bus or tram routes should be 

reinforced with more vehicles, which should be changed at all, 

or which should be cancelled.
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: Cycling Campaigns

But infrastructure is not everything. Very important for us is to 

encourage people to use other than cars means of transport. Once 

a year, in May we run two campaigns promoting active mobility.

First of them, as a  part of European Cycling Challenge cam-

paign, “Rowerem do pracy” (“Bike to Work”) is addressed to 

employees. The European Cycling Challenge is a  competition 

organized by Bologna, Italy, with many European cities involved. 

Every participant in every involved city on his or her way to work, 

home, shopping or every daily use travel by bike tracks this travel 

with the GPS app. The more kilometers are saved the better. After 

a month, the city with most kilometers saved wins. We thought 

it is a good opportunity to get our local employers involved to 

motivate their employees to compete within their companies, 

but also companies to compete between each other. We star-

ted to cooperate with them building bicycle partnership between 

us. After three years we can say it worked perfectly. First of all, 

people really started to commute by bike. But, what is important, 

employers started to understand bicycle commuters’ needs and 

build more bicycle racks, locker rooms and other facilities and 

ask us how it should look like. People become more integrated, 

they created Facebook groups where they could exchange their 

experiences, advices but also they organize trips together in their 

spare time. And thanks to that we, as a city, win the European 

Cycling Challenge every year.

Another campaign is “Rowerowy maj” (“Cycling May”) addre-

ssed to school and kindergarden children. The campaign scena-

rio has been created by The Active Mobility Unit of the Municipal 

Offi  ce in Gdańsk, where the innovative approach lies in the combi-
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nation of the fun factor, every day stimulation and motivation and 

the rivalry elements. The campaign rules are simple: the scho-

olchildren and the staff  are encouraged to choose two wheels 

for their daily commute from Monday to Friday throughout the 

whole May. Each journey is rewarded with two stickers, one for 

the individual cycling passport and the other to the class poster. 

The children collect points in order to get an attractive indivi-

dual incentive as well as the classes compete for the title of the 

best cycling class, while the schools for the best cycling school. 

The schools receive all theprinted materials and instructions, as 

well as incentives at the end of the campaign. The local pri-

vate stakeholders are involved in providing the awards for the 

best cycling classes (group tickets) and the local politicians are 

involved in school award ceremonies. Thanks to the educative 

part included in the printed materials children are familiarized 

with cycling infrastructure and cycling principles. The campaign 

infl uence children’s and their parents perception of bicycle as 

a valuable mean of daily local transport.

This year’s  campaign was implemented with the use of the 

same scenario and materials by 20 other Polish cities. Gdańsk 

provides the graphic materials, scenario and its know-how. The 

city has the ambition to prepare  English version of the cam-

paign rules and  brochures in order to facilitate its transferability 

and to encourage other European cities to implement Cycling 

May campaign too.

We believe that Gdańsk asasmart city is not the one with a lot of dif-

ferent apps nor plenty of other IT solutions. In our opinion, a smart 

city is friendly, safe and easy to use city for everyone. New tech-

nologies are one of the tools used to achieve it. As you can see, 

stickers can work miracles too.

1
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László Mátyus : Senior Expert of Debrecen Smart City

Digital Literacy

Debrecen

László Mátyus : After fi nishing his master studies in Holland, he moved back to his hometown Debrecen. Besides management 

and economics, IT was his main interest ever since and has many years of experience in running multinational online businesses. 

His goal is to aid Debrecen in becoming a leading Smart City within Europe and with smart solutions improve the quality of life of 

its citizens. Loves outdoor activities and cycling, which is the ideal mean of transport within Debrecen due to its size and being 

situated in the Great Plain.

1235             207 000           HU
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: City of Debrecen

Debrecen with a population of 207 000 is the second largest 

city in Hungary after the capital Budapest. Debrecen is the 

regional center of the Northern Great Plain region and the seat 

of Hajdú-Bihar county. It was the largest Hungarian city in the 

18th century and it is one of the most important cultural centers 

of the Hungarians. Debrecen was also the capital city of Hun-

gary during the revolution in 1848–1849. During the revolution, 

the dethronement of the Habsburg dynasty was declared in 

the Reformed Great Church. The city also served as the capital 

of Hungary by the end of the World War II in 1944–1945. The 

offi  cial website of the city of Debrecen can be found at www.
debrecen.hu1.

: City vision

Education has always been an important segment of Debrecen, 

currently having more than 70 000 students. Many actions are 

being planned to further increase this number, every year more 

and more international students come to the city for their uni-

versity studies. In 2019 the International School of Debrecen 

will open its gates, targeting students from the age of 3 up to 

18years, which will be the fi rst such institute within the region.

The Economic Development Center of Debrecen (or EDC 

Debrecen) has been formed 2 years ago to have a dedicated 

company focusing on speeding up the economic development 

of the city. Many shared service centers have now offi  ces in 

Debrecen and the target is to provide 2 000 new workplaces 

every coming year.

The expected growth in population and workers travelling 

from the agglomeration requires great focus on improving 

the infrastructure. A new intermodal transport center is being 

constructed from next year on at the existing railway station, 

housing the bus station and will also be directly connected 

with the international airport. The latter is essential, thus many 

actions have been taken for its development and as a result 

the yearly number of passengers last year exceeded 300 000, 

which is more than 50% over the city’s total population.

: Smart City Focus areas

Debrecen Smart City is focusing on 3 main areas: intelligent 

mobility, digital literacy and energetics. The fi rst two are dri-

ven by the economic development. The growth of the city will 

require an extra attention to improve transportation in order to 

maintain the livability of the city, while the potential investors 

require skilled people, whose knowledge is not limited to pro-

fessional and language skills, but also possess the knowledge 

of digital literacy. Energetics is a hot topic everywhere, Debre-

cen is no exception, many buildings are being renovated and 

while doing so, implementation of smart solutions are also 

being considered.

The Debrecen Smart City team also puts great emphasis on 

involving the citizens, monthly meet-ups are being held and 

the Facebook community of Debrecen Smart City is the largest 

in the country compared to other cities, including Budapest.

: Smart City projects

Most of the projects fall within the key focus areas, more 

precisely within the fl agship of intelligent mobility. Intelligent 

crosswalks are being placed, which consist of built-in sensors 

and fl ash warning lights facing drivers in the case pedestrians 

are approaching the crosswalk. Counters are planned to be 

installed on bike roads. An intelligent camera system with over 

1 000 cameras with surveillance and traffi  c measuring purpose 

is to be built in the coming years. All those cameras will con-

nect to the city management center, where the energy mana-

gement center is also going to be. Smart meters are planned 

to replace the conventional ones in all municipality owned buil-

dings which are going to be renovated to have real time data 

available and accessible by the time the management center 

is up and running. In the past months Debrecen has also been 

working on formulating its digital literacy improvement stra-

tegy together with multiple companies and organizations from 

various sectors.
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The number of cars registered in Debrecen increased from 55 000 

to 90 000 since 1999, which is more than a 60% increase. Habits 

have also changed, many citizens not just simply go to work and 

then back home, but drive around during the day as well. To adapt 

to the situation more than 50 intersections are going to be modifi ed 

in the coming months, new lanes are being built and/or new traffi  c 

lights are being installed at some places while at the others traffi  c 

regulations are being changed. Combined with the construction of 

the intermodal transport center all this means that getting along on 

the usual routes might not be possible in some cases.

To compensate the above traffi  c limitations the city has got 

in touch with the world’s largest community based navigation 

application, Waze, to see how it could help the citizens. Waze 

has more than 80 million users in 165 countries and has laun-

ched a so called Connected Citizens Program, whichis a two-

-way data exchange agreement between Waze and municipa-

lities, where the city shares all relevant information that aff ect 

traffi  c and in return Waze provides the aggregated traffi  c data 

in order to further improve traffi  c fl ow and fi ght against con-

gestion.

As a short-term result, all point of interests accessible by car 

have been uploaded to the Waze map making it the most detai-

led car and road map of Debrecen. All upcoming construction 

works, regulation changes are going to be on the map on 

time, avoiding drivers running into surprises during their travel. 

The live map of Waze has also been integrated to the offi  cial 

Debrecen and Debrecen Smart City websites so people can 

check the traffi  c situation before even getting into their cars 

and plan their tasks accordingly.Parallel the traffi  c data from 

Waze is being stored in a structured database and the eff ect of 

all the changes can be analyzed. Furthermore, from this huge 

big data set research can be done to come up with recommen-

dations to improve the traffi  c of the city even further. There 

will be precise data to see what traffi  c light program is neces-

sary depending on daytime, weather, school period, etc. The 

municipality will also be able to tell which roads have speed 

limitations where there haven’t been any accidents in months 

or which potholes annoy drivers the most.

Key Project : 

Connected 

Citizens 

Program 

of Waze

1
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Dubrovnik
Nikša Vlahušić : Professional Associate and Smart City Coordinator

Smart City by local start-ups

Nikša Vlahušić : works at City of Dubrovnik Development Agency as a Professional Associate and Smart City Coordinator. He holds 

a Master’s degree in Computer Engineering (University of Split, Croatia) and has signifi cant software programming experience in mobile 

platforms and system architecture, gathered from working in the private sector for more than 5 years. Nikša has great understanding of 

open-hardware systems, such as Arduino and Raspberry PI and currently he is extending his knowledge by volunteering as a department 

lead within Center of Robotics in non-profi t informatics association Futura. He is also active in supporting non-profi t sector in terms of 

strengthening its position in the City of Dubrovnik through Dubrovnik’s Civil Society Committee as its current vice president. His professi-

onal interests are genetic and evolutionary algorithms, artifi cial intelligence, machine learning and smart city planning.

1189             42 641           HR
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: Smart City Dubrovnik

Dubrovnik is the southernmost city in Croatia and is the admi-

nistrative centre of Dubrovnik-Neretva County. The administra-

tive coverage of the City spans over an area of 144.32 km² and 

counts 42 641 inhabitants. Dubrovnik is one of the most promi-

nent Croatian and the world tourist destinations, with numerous 

cultural and natural tourist attractions of which the most popu-

lar are: Dubrovnik city walls, Stradun, Lokrum, Elafi te Islands 

and the Rector’s  Palace. In 1979, the City of Dubrovnik joined 

the UNESCO list of World Heritage Sites and its Old City is the 

monument of the highest category. Today Dubrovnik represents 

one of the most recognizable attractions of the Mediterranean, 

which annually attracts a large number of visitors (over a million 

in 2015), stationary guests (over 3 million overnights in 2015), as 

well as cruising guests (almost a million per year). Dubrovnik is 

defi ned as the historical centre of the luxury tourism of Southeast 

Europe, which stands out by the quality of the hotel off ers, events 

related to culture and the profi le of guests who visit it. The area 

of the City with its natural diversity and rich landscape, as well 

as exceptional architectural heritage is in its entirety classifi ed as 

particularly valuable space in the Republic of Croatia.

The Smart City project is currently handled by the City of Dubrov-

nik Development Agency – DURA, which is a public company, 

founded and owned by the city. DURA is working on lots of 

EU projects for the city of Dubrovnik, that’s a great way to get 

fi nancing for pilot projects, especially Horizon 2020 which has 

lots of calls that cover ICT, Smart Cities and similar actions. We 
are always looking for good and responsible partner cities for 
other types of projects too. This goes not just for projects but 

any type of networking or cooperation, this is the best way to 

share ideas and broaden our horizons, connect startups and do 

great things!

: Vision and strategic goals

The whole Smart City project in the city of Dubrovnik begun a bit 

more than a two years ago, so it’s still quite young, however much 

was done in such short time. It’s  a  big project consisting of few 

smaller projects that are addressing diff erent issues in the city so 

there was lots of planning involved even before basic foundations 

were set. The fi rst thing was writing of Dubrovnik’s Smart City 
Strategy – basically a document that contains detected issues in 

the city, and suggestions how to address them, more specifi cally 

what solutions are available from ICT perspective. The data input 
for the strategy is the most important part as it enables correct 

prioritization of defi ned issues. It required classic statistical appro-

ach where diff erent stakeholders were involved in workshops to 

help in defi ne the problems and solutions from their point of view. 

After all this work the strategy was adopted by the City Council 

and now we use it as guidelines for current and future Smart City 

projects. The next challenge is integration, and that’s something 

all experts agree. If you implement lots of ICT projects you don’t 

necessarily get a Smart City, the projects need to work together 

providing new emerging properties, joining databases to enable 

new analytic possibilities on merged data sets. With that power you 

can than build fully functional Smart City Operations Center which 

is the crown achievement of such undertaking. Based on this new 

and complex data the city government is provided with adequate 

real-time decision making support. To put this simply the goal is 

to end up with virtual city advisor that monitors the city 24/7 and 

suggests how to react on new situations and even predict the ones 

that might occur.
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: Key Smart City projects

Half of the implemented projects that are actually pilot 

projects of diff erent kinds, but all are connected to the 

Dubrovnik’s Smart City Strategy. Most of them are in diff erent 

phases of testing, some are in closed beta, some open, and 

few projects are totally complete and in use by citizens and 

tourists on every day basis.

Smart Parking

124 parking spaces covered with sensors, users will be able to 

check availability of those spaces using Android, iOS and web 

apps. Additional integration was done by including barrier par-

king lot near Pile gates.

Android app: http://bit.ly/SmartParking-Android 1

iOS app: http://bit.ly/SmartParking-iOS 2

Smart Sprinklers

Smart Park is the first public park in Dubrovnik which incor-

porates the latest IoT technology for smart irrigation. The 

system consists of network of sensors which measure soil 

moisture content in 50 locations and automatically optimizes 

sprinklers operation to deliver just enough water to satisfy 

different requirements of each plant. By doing so, the system 

provides stable foliage growth and maximizes water savings 

at the same time.

Solar Bench

3 solar benches built from integrated solar panels of 200 W out-

put power and batteries that store generated electrical energy 

for charging smaller electrical devices like smartphones and 

tablets, so the charging works even during cloudy days. Besi-

des this main functionality solar benches are equipped with 

multiple sensors for analysis of meteorological conditions mea-

suring UV index, noise pollution, air pressure, temperature and 

humidity, generated and energy spent.

Dubrovnik Card

Dubrovnik Card App is actually an augmentation of existing 

city service for tourists in which they get certain benefits 

on products and services within Dubrovnik Card, like free 

entrance to museums, galleries, bus rides, discounts at 

restaurants and so on. All that and a  brochure with detail 

information now comes in form of a mobile app for Android 
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and iOS. It’s  a  location based app with 80 iBeacons pla-

ced through historic city core, which trigger notif ication on 

users’ phone when they pass by the object that is included 

in Dubrovnik Card.

Android app: http://bit.ly/DubrovnikCard-Android 3

iOS app: http://bit.ly/DubrovnikCard-iOS 4

Dubrovnik Eye

Web and mobile applications that enables citizens to report 

communal issues that they spot in the city. All reports with 

descriptions, location and photos are forwarded to city adminis-

trator which then approves the report and hands them over to 

right city department. All phases of this process are completely 

public and online, so the user and other citizens are instantly 

informed about any changes and results.  

http://dubrovacko-oko.hr/ 5

All of these solutions were developed and implemented by local 

startups – which was one of our goals, to empower citizens to 

solve city problems, proving that there is no excuse for any city 

not to evolve to Smart City.

: Dubrovnik Visitors

The newest system from Dubrovnik’s Smart City Lab consists of 

people counting cameras and a web application. 6 cameras were 

placed on all entrances to the historic city core to count number of 

visitors entering and leaving the area. Using this data, we can pre-

cisely calculate the total number of visitors in the area at all times. In 

near future the system will be upgraded to show people density by 

each street. All data is available in real-time via web application to 

citizens and tourists so they can plan their visit to the Old City. This 

tool is really valuable during summer months when it can get a bit 

crowded. The city government uses the information about visitors’ 

habits to better organize the traffi  c around the contact zone, coor-

dinate arrival and departure times of tourist buses and cruise ships, 

all in hope to provide the best possible experience of beautiful Old 

City and its culture. The privacy of citizens and visitors is fully pro-

tected by design as the cameras recordings never goes through 

the Internet. The video is analysed by each camera internally and 

after processing only the number of entrances and exits is sent to 

the server, the video stays locally available temporarily for security 

purposes and the Police. http://dubrovnik-visitors.hr/ 6

We are currently focused on improving and integrating all Smart 

City projects that were implemented. We also plan to implement 

city wide Wi-Fi network, as it would really help in to have Inter-

net access as basic infrastructure for all IoT devices that will be 

installed in future.

Signifi cant 

Smart City project

1

3

5

2

4

6
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Ljubljana

Janez Koželj : Deputy Mayor of Ljubljana, responsible for the spatial development

Small city with a grand vision

Janez Koželj : The offi  cial title of Janez Koželj may be deputy mayor of Ljubljana, but he rather introduces himself as the chief city 

architect. Koželjis a full professor at Ljubljana University‘s Faculty of Architecture, where he lectures on urban design. Being an 

avid cyclist and the deputy mayor since 2006, he is the man responsible for crafting and implementing the new spatial vision of 

Ljubljana, largely based on upgraded public spaces.

1144             288 307          SLO
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: Ljubljana, key facts

Ljubljana is the administrative, economic and cultural capital and 

the largest city of Slovenia. It has a population of 288,307 on 275 

km2 and the population density of 1,048/km2. Ljubljana has 230 

km of bike lanes and only four bike counters on four important 

roads. They counted 3,3 million cyclists in 2015. The city has built 

9 new bridges over Ljubljanica river in the last ten years. Ljubljana 

won the title of European Green Capital in 2016. Clever city mar-

keting and upgraded old town are among the reasons Ljubljana is 

becoming a globally recognized tourist destination. The number 

of tourists in the renovated city centre is rising so fast that some 

local residents are beginning to vocalize their disapproval.

: The vision Ljubljana 2025

The vision has been drafted by Koželj and a group of experts 

in 2006 and comprises three sub-goals:

1. In the future Ljubljana will preserve the character of 
an attractive green city, its dimension and convenient 
living standards will make it a nice place to live in. 

2. Sustainable development will be grounded on direct 
access to the open space as well as on the integration 
of the city into the landscape system. Motor traffi  c and 
its hazardous environmental eff ects in densely popula-
ted areas is intended to be reduced by planning mixed-
-use development.

3. The city will grant high living standards, security and 
tolerance. The city, opened widely for foreign investors 
and experts, will gradually acquire the cosmopolitan 
character and image.

  : What does »smart urbanism« mean to you?
 
I usually think of it in terms of »smart density«. We are densi-

fying the city by installing new buildings in under-used gaps. 

Urban density is smart because it makes the urban living easier. 

Transit-oriented development, the proximity of services and 

workplaces mean fewer expenses for urban infrastructure. We 

connect smart density with environmental protection, energy 

effi  ciency and social proximity.

: Ljubljana invested a  lot in the renovation of public 
space in the city centre. What is the role of public space in 
the development of the city?

Public space is the soil of the city. Ljubljana’s success formula 

is based on public space. Ten years ago, we had an aban-

doned city centre that was occupied by cars. We decided to 

start from public space and renew the city centre from there.

Since then, the way people use parks, squares and river banks 

changed a  lot. People use them more freely now: they go to 

the parks, jump into the river and paddle on it, eat their lunch 

outside, some build the space and some demolish it. 

: What is the municipal strategy on the renovation of the 
city centre?

We start the renovation from beneath the ground. The rene-

wal projects are always a joint venture with public companies. 

The process usually follows the same steps: fi rst, we dig the 

streets and conduct archaeological excavations, then we 

install new infrastructure: new sewages, waterworks, cable 

lines. Next, we cover the streets in new paving. In the end, the 

space is upgraded with new urban furniture and equipment – 

underground waste containers, city bike-sharing stations, etc. 
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At the same time, we encourage the owners of the buildings 

to renew the facades and roofs with our help. The city off ers to 

co-fi nance up to 49% of the facade renovation. Finally, we add 

urban greenery and lighting. We support new uses of public 

space with a traffi  c reform that limits car traffi  c and encourages 

pedestrian and bike traffi  c. This makes the public space rela-

xed and attractive to locals and tourists alike.

: What is the most diffi  cult project you completed during 
your term as deputy-mayor?

Renovation of Slovenska street, the main street connecting 

two parts of the city through the city centre, was the most dif-

fi cult one. The risks were high because we closed a busy four-

-lane road for car traffi  c. Another risk was the conversion of the 

street into fi rst »shared space« zone, a space that appears to 

have more risks, but also off ers more freedom. However, the 

experiment was successful. People use the street.

: Which project will you put on the fi rst page of your CV? 

The biggest, most successful and personally my favourite pro-

ject is the renovation of Ljubljanica river embankments. It was 

a  big project that involved collaboration with eight architec-

ture offi  ces, engineer sand landscape architects. The syste-

mic investment in public space was a catalyst of wider urban 

renewal. Another success of the project was the fact that it 

reconnected the river with the residents. Thirdly, the vision of 

Jože Plečnik, Slovenia’s most important architect, was fulfi lled 

by this move.

: You expressed your support for small, experimental, 
temporary projects. How important are they for the city?

They are vital. The city has to work on a  systemic level to 

ensure that experiments happen on the ground. Ljubljana is 

re-building itself in formal and informal ways, and is enjoyed 

not only by those who like beautiful spaces, but also by those 

who appreciate the aesthetic of ugliness. I like this dialectic.

: Based on your experience, what would you advise to fel-
low deputy mayors, city architects and other decision-makers?

Get involved in projects regardless of the scale and capital 

invested. Even the smallest improvement should gain your 

personal support. You also have to be aware that the role of 

the chief city architect is a political one. You should put your 

name at stake for good projects and take political responsibi-

lity for urban experiments. Another important thing is 

to build coalitions outside of the city administration.
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: Why is it important for Slovakia to be involved 
in the process of creating Smart Cities and why did 

MH SR take on the role of „forerunner“ / leader / in this area?

The main reason why Slovakia should be involved in the Smart 

City process is that the market for Smart City services is con-

stantly growing. This year, it is made up of $ 93.5 billion, with 

global growth expected to reach $ 225.5 billion by 2025. Small 

and medium-sized businesses will thus create a great deal of 

opportunity to develop their business. The ministry wants to 
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MIRIAM LETAŠIOVÁ COVERS THE 

PREPARATION OF THE DOCUMENT 

SUPPORTING INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS 

IN SLOVAK CITIES AND TOWNS, 

WHICH WILL BE THE FIRST DOCUMENT 

OF ITS KIND IN SLOVAKIA, AS WELL 

AS THE SCHEME FOR THE SUPPORT 

OF IMPLEMENTATION OF INNOVATIVE 

SOLUTIONS IN CITIES 

(DE MINIMIS AID SCHEME).

Financial support
of Smart Cities

in Slovakia
Miriam Letašiová : Director General of the Business Environment and Innovation 

Section of the Ministry of Economy of the Slovak Republic dealing with Smart City
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respond to the global trends and to support the introduction 

of innovative solutions in Slovak cities, which can help not only 

their progressive development but also the support of small 

and medium-sized enterprises. Through the specifi c support 

mechanisms prepared by the Ministry, it will stimulate an emer-

ging segment of the market for solutions in this area, with the 

added value of the projects to include a  specifi c economic, 

social and technical aspect.

: How specifi cally will MH SR support SMEs in deploying 
intelligent solutions in cities?

During meetings with private sector representatives, the 

demand for tools to fi nance the fi rst steps of cooperation 

among cities and businesses by so-called “little money”. Such 

a tool would contribute to create a functioning ecosystem and 

help companies and cities move towards more demanding 

fi nancial support based on meaningful priorities based on real 

needs. Such priorities should be a condition for applying for 

public support. It is necessary to support solutions that are 

long-lasting, with projects achieving the necessary quality 

only if they are the result of cooperation of all relevant par-

ties. However, our intention is to make the Smart Cities more 

complex and for this reason we are preparing a document and 

a support scheme.

: Who did you collaborate on creating a conceptual docu-
ment with?

During the creation of the material we cooperated with the state 

administration bodies, which are aff ected by the topic Smart 

Cities, i.e. The Offi  ce of the Deputy Prime Minister of the Slovak 

Republic for Investments and Digitization, the Ministry of Trans-

port and Construction of the Slovak Republic and the Deputy 

Government of the Slovak Republic for the support of the least 

developed districts. Valuable inputs have been provided by 

some companies operating in the region, in our country or 

abroad, as well as initially emerging companies that only deve-

lop their business. With examples of good experience abroad, 

the Slovak Embassies in selected advanced countries have hel-

ped us and we have also cooperated with the existing Smart 

Cities initiatives such as the Smart City Cluster and especially 

the Smart City Club who has been the main inspiration in setting 

up the support mechanism.

: Where have you been inspired?

The inspiration for the creation of the document was the emer-

gence of the European Commission, which took up this subject, 

the need to cover it at the national level and the opportunity 

for Slovak companies to expand their fi eld of application and 

to sell innovative products to local cities and adjacent regions. 

The theme of Smart Cities is cross-sectional and our motivation 

was to fi nd a way to use the competencies of the Ministry, which 

addresses the problems of urban development just marginally, 

to facilitate the implementation of innovative solutions in pra-

ctice that would fi t to Slovak towns and cities. During the pro-

duction of the material, we were inspired by various examples 

of already implemented solutions at home and abroad, which 

also helped us with the orientation in the given topic. The result 

is the conceptual document Supporting Innovative Solutions in 

Slovak Cities and Towns, which will be presented in the coming 

weeks. This will be the starting point for further Smart Cities 

support, as well as a fi nancing tool for small and medium-sized 

enterprises.

: From what sources can intelligent cities be fi nanced 
in Slovakia?

The Ministry has developed a support scheme to support pilot 

testing of innovative solutions in practice directly on the territory 

of the city and, with the help of active targeted counseling, to 

improve the managementof the transition towards administra-

tive and fi nancially more demanding activities. In the framework 

of the pilot testing of the proposed support mechanism, 5 pro-

jects are to be supported, with the allocation for one project 

covering the costs of preparing a feasibility study of the solution 

and using a certain share of co-fi nancing of the Ministry resour-

ces and City resources for pilot testing in practice. We expect 

the launch of the pilot call in the 4th quarter of 2017.

: Who else is at the level of state administration devoted 
to Smart Cities?

There has been no direct measure implemented from the state 

budget by any government body yet. However, similarly as in 

the case of the Ministry of Economy, various support mecha-

nisms are being introduced at various levels concerning directly 

or indirectly the theme of Smart cities, whether for cities or com-

panies using public or private sources.

: Do you also communicate with cities?

Several cities have been cooperating in shaping our attitude 

towards Smart Cities as well as in creation of the document, 

and we have also used some examples of already implemented 

projects in cities. When setting up the support mechanism, we 

relied on information from a questionnaire survey that we tried 

to reach as many places as possible. In our communication with 

cities, we plan to continue to acquire new themes as well as to 

improve the Ministry approach to Smart Cities, inclu-

ding its support.
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GOVERNANCE IS MANAGEMENT AT THE STATE LEVEL AND IN ITS TERRITORIAL 
AND ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURES. THE GOAL IS TO MAINTAIN THE 
ABILITY TO RESPOND TO INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL STIMULI. WE DIVIDE 
THESE ADAPTATIONS INTO RESPONSES OF THE EVOLUTIONARY AND 
TRANSFORMATIONAL TYPE.  SMART GOVERNANCE IS A PROACTIVE 
RESPONSE TO CURRENT STIMULI. IT PRIMARILY MANIFESTS AS QUALITY 
OF LIFE MANAGEMENT.

Smart Governance 

according to RASC
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Our society has recently undergone transformation from 

a  closed and ideologically controlled to an open society. 

This change was local.

At the same time, we are now experiencing another, this time 

global, change that is much deeper. This change is related 

to digital transformation. The first adaptation was managed 

in an evolutionary way – by means of adapting rules.  For 

example, the current legislation is gradually amended and 

supplemented through individual laws. On the other hand, 

digital transformation requires simplif ication of rules, which 

in principle often means to recreate them and then digita-

lize them. Attempts to modify the current system result for 

instance in an inability to apply the services of shared eco-

nomy. But that is one of the pillars of the digital transfor-

mation, as we shall see.

• Technology enables us to infl uence our environment 

quickly and almost without any limits

• Goods are accesible, to the extent that this ownership 

causes problems. For example cars – traffi  c, parking

• Ownership ceases to indicate social status; this allows 

a shared economy

• In terms of values, our goals are still primarily profi t-

oriented, often also in public services

• We have already exhausted some resources, or we 

have reached the limit of their exhaustion

• We have reached a point where our environment is 

unlikely to be able to restore iself while maintaining the 

present form of mankind

• Our society (the Czech Republic) is not yet suffi  ciently 

prepared for this period

Issues that we deal with by means of Smart Governance:
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Law, standards 
(especially operational), 
improvement, openness

Establishment and 
cooperation of pillars: 

political, professional and 
implementation; 
cross-border and 

international networks 
of this structure

National System 
for Strategic Management, 

National Objectives, 
System of Economic 

Evaluation of Services,
National Big Data Hub

Digital transformation

Smart 

Governance
eGovernement, 

Smart Cities, eHealth,...

Framework for digital 
transformation, 

enterprise architecture

Resource 
mamnagement, 

innovation support, 
implementation of 

National Education 
Goals pilots
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: Good and bad 

 Smart City stories
Smart City environment that is in the centre of our attention is pre-

sented through stories.  They describe a  possible new form of 

public services. The quality of these stories is crucial at this stage.  

We help businesses to defi ne their off er correctly, while enabling 

future users to prepare for this off er.  We also assist public adminis-

tration in adapting their environment.

Which stories are good? Those that describe a useful public service 

that brings new opportunities that save users time and resources.  

Which are not good then?   Well, those that say – buy a sensor, then 

connect it through expensive connectivity to a closed individual 

system and create a situation where the citizen has to pay for this 

trap. Regardless of the fact that these funds will be missing for their 

own development, child upbringing, caring for parents … Ignore 

that this situation brings the citizen closer to the risk zone where it 

is easy to become dependent on the social safety net.  And that is 

the biggest tax eater.

All stories are technically built on a regional Big Data Hub instance.  

It collects the particular data structures and, depending on the 

authorization, also off ers them.  The above-mentioned stories are 

even more complex when we realize that they provide exactly the 

data that can be evaluated in time, thus allowing improvement of 

the service.  Let’s have a look at one particular story:

The basic feature of Smart City services is openness.  The Big Data 

Hub is an opportunity to create tools that support social, associ-

ation and community activities, such as helping gardeners identify 

the risk rate for planting apricots at a specifi c site or providing sup-

port to beekeepers, or to communicate activities of tourists, seni-

ors, schoolchildren, or home care patients. It can receive data from 

home weather stations, fl ow meters, shop and service providers’ 

off erings, and the entire set of IoT devices.  Thus, it can monitor the 

functional systems in a cottage colony so that water freezing in one 

cottage does not cause water shortage to other residents.

: New rules and limits for 

 digital transformation

The rules are adapted to the common capabilities of service pro-

viders and users. If navigation was not of suffi  cient quality in the 

earlier days, we introduced topography testing for taxi drivers. 

We have set a large amount of such measures and regulations.  

At that time it was necessary, but today we have to reassess these 

measures and abolish those that are outdated. This will simplify 

the service, making it easier to digitize.  It is by the combined 

eff ect of simplifi cation and technology that we gain the advan-

Good examples of 
Smart Region services:

• Health and social programme. Using IoT 

(measurement of pressure and other values) will 

allow the long-term patient to spend time in his/

her environment and not in a long-term care 

hospital. The solution also supports the use of 

emergency buttons and other devices.

• Transport systems. The solution will enable 

obtaining continuous information on road traffic 

volume. It will allow continuous traffic control 

and regulation.  For example, it will not allow an 

overloaded vehicle to enter a lower-load road.  

In addition, it will enable updating the road repair 

and reconstruction budgets.

• Systems for buildings (prevention of water 

freezing, overheating of schools, outdoor and 

indoor lighting control, access systems, etc.)

• Creating a virtual/physical local economy 
marketplace for sales, sharing, and services. 

An active role (for example, in lending technology 

or specifi c services) is also played by local 

authorities, both on the side of the recipient and 

the provider.

• A farmer buys an anti-theft sensor for his 

tractor on the Internet, which connects to the 

municipal network of the Internet of things and 

the telecommunication costs will be borne by 

the regional authority. This authority, in turn, 

obtains data on the movement of tractors in the 

territory and publishes this anonymized data on 

the Internet. The innovative company can then 

use the data to design optimization for farmers’ 

work and fuel, and can, for example, negotiate 

a more convenient machinery insurance premium.

Bad examples

• In bad examples, we can describe a service 

because we consider it essential. We will decide 

to subsidize it because it does not have the 

sustainability potential itself. Its specific design 

does not stem from an intention based on 

the principles of digital transformation, but on 

the past, intricate ones. We cannot subsidize 
the creation of a service that does not have 
potential for return and sustainability.
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tage of digital transformation. Only in this case will we achieve 
the fundamental goal of innovation, which is a new quality of 
service with a lower and conscious use of resources.

Digital transformation works with new technologies and at the 

same time with new organization charts. This is also related 

to new knowledge. A  typical case is the sharing principle with 

which we have major legislative problems.  Yet, it would allow, for 

instance, a reduction in the number of cars operated and parked 

and the associated revitalization of our urban areas. In the whole 

context of change, we will infl uence the quality of life of both resi-

dents and visitors. And that is exactly the purpose of Smart City.

How are we in the Czech Republic 

prepared for the „Smart“ stage?

: Advantages

• Local excellent experience from digital transfor-
mation projects and the potential of regional role 
(Vysočina region)

• Know-how of the European states that are ahead 
of us, which we are also gaining from the harmoni-
zation process

• Opportunities for fi nancial support of innovation 
through EU funds (national and community level)

• Hallmark of a signifi cant opportunity for advan-
cement of the whole society

• We have competent experts, often with internatio-
nal experience (RASC)

• Appreciation of the importance of the issue
• International expert cooperation (City:One)
• Experience with managing digital transformation 

through enterprise architecture, even though only 
for eGovernment and with the support of only indi-
vidual and model projects

• Convenient location for cross-border 
and European projects

: Complications

• Absence of cooperation between experts and 
public administration – see Future Cities Cata-
pult UK and similar successful models

• A complicated system of public administration, 
especially a mixed model of self-government and 
its fragmentation

• Legislation that is bloated and unclear and there-
fore diffi  cult to transform; this is one of the reasons 
why it is diffi  cult to transform; this is one of the 
reasonswhy it is diffi  cult to create a digital form of 
public services

• Absence of a national strategic management system
• Absence of Big Data structures for digital transfor-

mation
• Missing projects of joint provision of public service 

at national level (national equivalent for Commu-
nity projects)

• Inadequate education system – both basic and con-
tinuous, little experience with service management 
standards

• Rivalry, individualism, tendency to illegal practices 
and rule circumvention

• The stories used by commercial companies are in 
fact often not Digital Transformation / Smart City 
stories (benches, parking sensors, bins ... are not 
smart in themselves)
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In Autumn 2016 at Innovate UK, based on several years’ expe-

rience on smart cities agendas, the smart concept was explai-

ned as “organizational matter”, i.e. how we are able to organize 

our day-to-day as well as long term processes using digital 

means of today. The British are far more experienced now and 

through their Future Cities Catapult (government organization 

supporting innovations for British cities) they are investigating 

the new modern ways of urban planning, better use of land 

and saving time and money in decision making processes. For 

CEE cities this is a big opportunity to follow as we in majority 

fail in long term consistent planning and investments and this 

is visible mainly in ineffi  ciency of EU funding use (in the middle 

of the EU funding period the approximate amount of money 

invested in V4 countries is only of 10 %).

Smart Cities concept is about the synergic interconnection of 

isolated city agendas/organizations, but also about intercon-

nection of people within a particular location to help their city 

administration to tackle the local problems together. The best 

things how to achieve this synergy is in opening all possible 

data and share it with each other as the British prove. This „big 

data“ approach makes possible to reorganize the processes 

how we plan, build and develop our cities as the data enables 

to measure various things in a single location.

Future planning is a very good case to see what smart city appro-

ach is really about as it uses various data sources (e.g. city orga-

nizations´ operations) on a single map for the benefi ts of all – city 

planners and decision makers, developers and other investors, 

small entrepreneurs as well as citizens. The data enables to ana-

lyse more of how we live in relation to how we build and to pro-

pose data driven and measurable improvements. We can com-

pare why a place is much more attractive than another. We can 

see the city e.g. from a satellite perspective, through a map with 

various data layers, with virtual 3D model or through augmen-

ted reality. All this can make a possibility to see the opportunities 

or weaknesses of our planning/development before we actually 

start the building.

As we are able to use ever-improving computer performance for 

gaming industry and experience high quality textures of the vir-

tual world why we could not use the same for our processes and 

city development? Imagine energy, transport, water and building 

engineers and many other experts to go through the planning 

process of the new city development as a team of “computer 

game players” equipped with smart glasses in 3D model of the 

new city quarter and to see the placement of future wires, tubes, 

roads and trees before the city investment into a new develop-

ment project. Virtual inspection before deployment, this will 
be a new, smart approach for city development. For such an 
evolution leap, starting with data is the fi rst step.

SMART CITIES OR REGIONS CONCEPT CONSISTS OF SYNERGIC DEVELOPMENT 
OF A TERRITORY. IT RESULTS IN CAPTURING WELL-EDUCATED PEOPLE AND 
FINANCIAL MEANS IN THE TERRITORY AS THE INVESTMENT IN INNOVATIONS 
BRINGS NEW OPPORTUNITIES AS WELL AS SERVICES TO CITIZENS. 
IT IS PRIMARILY DERIVED FROM EFFICIENT PLANNING, COMPLEXITY OF 
INVESTMENT AND DEVELOPMENT PROCESSES AND THE ABILITY OF PUBLIC 
AND PRIVATE SECTOR TO DEPLOY INNOVATIONS. THE BRITISH ARE AT 
THE TOP OF INNOVATIONS IN URBAN PLANNING TOOLS.

Smart planning
David Bárta : city:one
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The Future Cities Catapult has organized a competition on future 

urban planning and selected 9 diff erent innovations to create a 

brand new way of data driven planning. I have used some inte-

resting posts below of the people directly engaged in the pro-

cess to present a part of the work.

: Brownfield Land Register 

In January 2018 something exciting is happening in the British 

property and development world: the Brownfi eld Land Register 

– recently launched by the Department for Communities and 

Local Government – is coming in. This new Register will create 

consistency for the fi rst time, in how Local Planning Authorities 

report Brownfi eld Land giving a clear set of standards for the 
collection of data. The aggregated datasets will be made open 

on https://data.gov.uk 1 and http://lginform.local.gov.uk 2 and 

allow to build this national map.

One tool, developed by ODI Leeds, shows how (standardi-
sed) open data can be used to give citizens and amateur 
developers the data needed to develop a planning appli-
cation – or oppose one. It’s simple tools like this that can 

shake up the system by reducing head-scratching from citi-

zens navigating the maze of planning applications, and the 

need for planners to repeatedly commission similar work 

from the same consultants year after year. It would also give 

local authorities greater control over their planning data and 

city data models.

Mark Prisk MP, previous chair for the All Party Parliamentary 

Group on Smart Cities, recently shared his thoughts on the 

benefi ts of opening up land data: “instead of being control-

led by a small group of individuals as owners and producers, 

open digital land data will open up a whole raft of opportuni-

ties both for individuals, businesses and neighbourhoods in 

order to make better use of their immediate surroundings”.

: Quality of a place

David Halpern (Director of the Cabinet Offi  ce Behavioural 

Insight Unit) once said that, “architecture and planning does not 

have an empirical, evidence-based tradition in the sense that… 

sciences would understand.” He’s right. There is no generally 

accepted ‘measure’ of the quality of a place. Indeed many plan-

ners and architects argue that quality is purely subjective. This 

is incorrect. While preferences may be subjective at the indivi-

dual level correlations between urban form with outcomes are 

objective at the city level.
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Create Street tool links the available data on urban form, heri-

tage, connectivity and other data-points with analysis of where 

people are more likely to be happy and healthy. This will permit 

planners, development control offi  cials, developers and member 

of the public, for the fi rst time to measure what the quality and 
potential of an individual place or street is. They are calling it 

StreetScore. Additionally, it should be able to permit users to 

measure what impact diff erent interventions (more street trees, 

less traffi  c, changes to building facades etc.) would have to ‘Street 

Score’ and to adjust the underlying ‘weighting’ as they desire.

: Understandable data

The existing planning data is very fragmented and in majority 

hardly understood. Linknode is working to solve this problem by 

developing a tool to make complex information about develop-

ment proposals more accessible, relevant and understandable. 

In the modern world, accessible means mobile, device-centric, 
and personalised of data for on-demand information.

Accessibility also means being “location aware”.  In a desktop envi-

ronment, a search engine can return results based on keywords, 

profi ling and history, but search in a mobile context has the ability 

to enrich result with environmental context. For example, a search 

for the term “coff ee shop” on a mobile device should return infor-

mation about coff ee shops in my immediate vicinity, not only a 

Wikipedia article about this history of coff ee shops.

In order to make complex data about development propo-

sals relevant and accessible, we need to provide contextual 
understanding. With this in mind, Linknode is creating a tool 

that enables users to visualize proposals in three-dimensio-

nal mixed-reality environment, providing real-time integra-
tion with BIM and 3D data on-screen. The benefi t of see-

ing a development in context and in scale is to decrease fear, 

misunderstanding and doubt while increasing engagement 

with the planning process and building more ownership with 

stronger communities.

: Green cadastre = potential 

 for mapping green

Gronby is a tool that applies satellite image recognition and 

machine learning to identify opportunities for green infra-

structure.

The Smart City agenda aims to use technology to rewire the 

urban realm. The main intention behind this is to enable us to 

make smarter decisions by creating value from large data sys-

tems (aka ‘big data’). For the environment, this means providing 

potential solutions to ineffi  ciencies, energy and water.

Although green infrastructure is often associated with parks, 

green spaces and river corridors in cities, buildings with vege-

tation are an increasingly important element within planning. In 

London, green roofs and walls are, in fact, fl ourishing. Livingro-

ofs.org and the Green Infrastructure Consultancy have mapped 

the total area for the Greater London Authority. While London is 

not seen as a green infrastructure global player, it is. Currently, 

outside of the German-speaking countries (with a long history 

of green roofs and walls), London is, in fact, among the Top 10 

world cities for area of green roofs installed per citizen.

Many neighbourhoods in London have been mapped to show 

existing roofs that can be greened immediately. This has been 

done through the Green infrastructure audits funded by the 

Greater London Authority.

Green roofs and walls are known to provide benefi ts. However, 

if the benefi ts can be constantly monitored and can refl ect signi-

fi cantly to the building owners and the local community, we can 

really make the case for greener cities. Monitoring and mapping 

existing green infrastructures on buildings should be part of the 

Smart City agenda. Additionally, mapping areas of defi ciency 

in and potential for green buildings will help planners, facility 

managers, estate managers and the construction industry to 

come together to upscale the amount of green infrastructure in 

cities. Real time data can help inform:

• Energy savings
• Storage of water
• Air pollution absorbed
• Biodiversity delivered

: Smart management of 

 land use

No doubt, planning is a complex social process. In part, planning’s 

important role is in ordering the myriad of investments that vari-

ous actors make in cities at any one time. By nature, what was 

planned inevitably diff ers from what actually occurs in the real 

world. For example, constraints and delays appear, forcing deve-

lopment schedules to adapt during construction of housing units. 

Thus, planners face the challenge to stay on top of changes to 

the supply of housing so to steer future developments. Robust 
evidence on land supply can help to ensure that new proposals 

work well with local aspirations.

After workshops with British local authorities and developers on 

how land supply is tracked and monitored, the following issues 
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stood out. Firstly, evidence on housing supply is hard to assem-
ble in a timely manner. Few local authorities have real-time pro-
cesses with regular updates to land supply data based on moni-

toring of construction on individual sites. In Manchester, about 

half of the 10 local authorities lack a ‘live process’; about a third 

of local authorities report gross completions per each site only. 

Furthermore, replication of tasks across departmental bounda-

ries results in frequent re-keying and much mundane data work. 

Excel and Access are the tools of choice but no particularly sui-

ted for real-time monitoring. Also, data schemas (the ways of 

organising and categorising site information) substantially diff er 

between local authorities making data harder to compare, etc.

PlaceChangers is now working towards a publicly-accessible 
service that gives planners, developers, and residents the oppor-

tunity to contribute to the monitoring of construction outcomes. 

While most funds go into the vetting of planning applications, the 

detailed monitoring of construction outcomes is of lesser promi-

nence. This draws attention to the substantial benefi ts planning 

might gain from raised transparency in how development out-
comes are tracked over time. By carefully exposing develop-

ment sites that require verifi cation of construction progress, the 
OurLand project aims to test how to alleviate planners’ workloads 

by means of a clever scheduling service that also collates respon-

ses for review by the planner. Through such a system, councils 

should be able to plan forward rather than chasing their tail.

For local planners, the immediate benefi t of re-entering infor-
mation into a new template may be hard to see, but it will have 

a big impact on how they assess land in the future. Not only will it 

help shift everyone towards a geospatial view of brownfi eld sites, 

providing a national and comparable map of development land, but 

it will also create a market for innovative SMEs and tech companies. 

These young, high growth businesses can use the data as the basis 

to design new tools, services and analytics which could be rolled 
out to multiple local authorities and scaled across the market.

: Care about 

 your neighbourhood 

 – connecting people
One of the most relevant issue in this global travelling world is 

having relation to a place. To know the place, the people and 

sharing potentials for improvement. 

HACT/OCSI are developing a ‘Neighbourhood Insight’ web-
-tool that will combine and map open-data from government 

and other sources to local neighbourhood planning boundaries. 

Data is not an end in itself. It needs to be relevant to decision 

making, robust, and up-to-date – something that is surprisingly 

diffi  cult to achieve in planning at the moment.

When citizens engaged in their surrounding built environ-

ment come together, they can form a (http://www.rtpi.org.
uk/media/1255104/how_to_set_up_a_neighbourhood_
forum.pdf 3). As they discuss what they like and dislike about 

their area and note the common themes, they are in eff ect, 

creating data. Such a collection of data on „a single map“ can 

enhance networking and fi nd common interests as well as 

common problems to solve. Rich data sets help to evaluate a 

particular place and HACT/OCSI provide 700+ more indicators 

for planners to choose from, something they’re also keen to 

explore as part of the development.

Source: Nicholas Boys Smith of Create Streets, Abigail Brownlee of 

Linknode Ltd., Sebastian Weise of PlaceChangers, Heather Hodgins 

of The Behaviouralist, David King of the Housing Association’s Char-

tible Trust (HACT) and Oxford Consultants for Social Inclusion (OCSI) 

and City Standards Coordinator Matt Wood-Hill

1 2 3
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: Integrated infrastructure 

 maps

Information on infrastructure projects can be diffi  cult for planners to 

access. Data on the location, investment and phasing of projects sits 

on various servers in local authorities, utility companies, engineers 

and developers, often divided into sectors like transport, energy, 

water and waste. This makes it diffi  cult to ensure that new deve-

lopment is aligned with the necessary infrastructure. In response 

to this problem, the GLA created a single interactive map for the 

city-region which overlays data from the LDD with information on 

current and planned infrastructure projects, drawn from a range of 

sources. This map makes it easier to understand which areas of the 

city-region have the infrastructure capacity for new development, 

prioritise investment and delivery, and anticipate future constraints. 

A similar approach has been taken in Greater Manchester to sup-

port the development of the new Spatial Framework. Here, the 

combined authority created an interactive map which overlays 

potential development sites with key infrastructure networks, 

facilitating discussions about how the city should grow.

: Consistent monitoring of 

 development using shared, 

 standardised data 

The London Development Database (LDD), managed by the GLA, 

requires the London Boroughs to submit information on planning 

permissions into a centralised system, which can then be tracked 

through to completion. The use of a single database provides the 

GLA and London Boroughs with a consistent and effi  cient way 

of monitoring development across the city-region, which in turn 

makes it easier to understand whether key economic, social and 

environmental indicators in planning policy are being met. 

THERE ARE ALREADY NUMEROUS EXAMPLES OF CITY-REGIONS WHICH 
ARE TAKING A SMART APPROACH TO STRATEGIC PLANNING. THE GREATER 
LONDON AUTHORITY (GLA) HAS BEEN WORKING WITH LOCAL AUTHORITIES 
AND THE PRIVATE SECTOR TO EXPLORE THE POTENTIAL OF STANDARDISED 
DATA, MAPPING PLATFORMS AND MODELLING SOFTWARE. MEANWHILE, 
NEW DATASETS AND ANALYTICAL TOOLS ARE CONSTANTLY EMERGING 
FROM NATIONAL ORGANISATIONS, UNIVERSITIES AND TECH COMPANIES 
WHICH OFFER INNOVATIVE WAYS FOR LOCAL AUTHORITIES TO PLAN 
COLLABORATIVELY ON A WIDE RANGE OF ISSUES. A SELECTION OF THESE 
APPROACHES ARE DESCRIBED BELOW. 

What could a smart 

city-region look like? 
The British are advancing in digital urban planning
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Outside of London, a lack of consistent data sharing and moni-

toring protocols makes it diffi  cult to understand the cumulative 

impact of new development at the city-region scale. The RTPI 

explored ways to address this by analysing commercial data on 

the location and scale of planning permissions for housing in 

twelve English city-regions, and examining whether develop-

ment patterns were likely to promote sustainable transport pat-

terns and access to employment. 

: Virtual models

Gaming software is being used to develop interactive models of 

entire city-regions, off ering a consistent way to understand and 

communicate the impact of development proposals on issues 

like sunlight, visibility, protected views and transport. 

: Preparing for 

 a low-carbon future 

The GLA has developed a city-region heat map to show which 

buildings and infrastructure have a high demand for heat, and 

which generate excess heat. This supports the strategic plan-

ning and delivery of heat networks, which will help London to 

meet ambitious emission reduction targets. It also helps identify 

and prioritise buildings which require energy effi  ciency retrofi t. 

: Planning and investing in 

 the natural environment 

There is considerable evidence on the value of green infra-

structure, but parks and open spaces often suff er from a lack of 

investment. New data can help to address this problem. Cities like 

Edinburgh, Sheffi  eld and Liverpool have commissioned studies to 

measure the economic, social and environmental benefi ts of pub-

lic parks, while new open datasets from the Ordinance Survey can 

help identify areas which are defi cient in green space. 

The Natural Capital Planning Tool, being developed by Birmingham 

University and others, seeks to create a methodology for measuring 

the impact of land use change on the provision of ecosystem ser-

vices, such as fl ood mitigation, biodiversity and carbon sequestra-

tion. These sort of tools can help planners shape development 

proposals to achieve a positive environmental impact, and plan for 

green infrastructure networks at the city-region scale. 

The Climate Just web tool combines national datasets on 

social vulnerability with places which are at risk of fl ooding and 

overheating. This creates maps of people and places which 

could be particularly aff ected by climate change, and could be 

used to target investment in preventative measures like natu-

ral fl ood management. 

: Shaping planning policy with 

 spatial data 

Transport for London (TfL) has developed a consistent way of 

measuring public transport accessibility across the city-region, 

which makes it easier for local authorities to understand the 

impact of development on the network, and to recommend 

appropriate density levels. 

: New tools for public 

 engagement 

Combined authorities will need to fi nd new ways of engaging 

the public in complex decisions which transcend the local or 

neighbourhood level. New tools, apps and games off er oppor-

tunities to reach out in diff erent ways. Plymouth City Council 

created an interactive online version of their Local Plan which 

allowed users to comment on policies using social media. The 

Place Standard, developed in partnership between the Scot-

tish Government, NHS Scotland and Architecture & Design 

Scotland, off ers a consistent way to evaluate the physical and 

social qualities of a particular place. 

Source: maps.london.gov.uk/map/?ldd; rtpi.org.uk/locationofdevelop-

ment; vu.city; maps.london.gov.uk/ima; Zdroj: appinggm.org.uk/gmodin; 

osmaps.uk/greenspace; osmaps.uk/greenspace; climatejust.org.uk; 

maps.london.gov.uk/webmaps/heatmap/; tfl .gov.uk/info-for/urban-

-planning-andconstruction/planning-with-webcat; placestandard.scot
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Gis Online 
for everybody
DESKTOP GIS PROGRAMS HAVE THEIR RIGHTFUL PLACE IN THE CITY MANAGEMENT. 

HOWEVER, THEY REQUIRE SPECIALIZED OPERATION. WHICH MUNICIPALITIES CAN 

AFFORD A GIS SPECIALIST? AND IS IT NECESSARY FOR THE OFFICER AND MANAGER 

OF THE AGENDA TO BE ALSO A GIS SPECIALIST? THE ANSWER IS “NO” THANKS 

TO THE GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEMS IN WEB BROWSERS.

GisOnline of the Hodonicetown was used to create passports for road signs, communications and lighting from the mobile mapping 

panoramas in 3D. It includes projects for the Mayor and the municipal council, asset administrator and the public. Nowadays, every 

citizen knows where the networks are passing around his real estate and he has information about individual parcels from the land 

register. The town owns a highly eff icienttool for the asset management. Try it by QR code.
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The progressive ones are tailor-made for a specifi c user and 

contain all the necessary data and tools to address the relevant 

agendas. They are easy to operate and intuitive, so that the user 

does not need to worry about how to operate the system, but 

only use it to solve his tasks. The indisputable advantage of the 

modern web GIS portal is its ability to develop according to the 

needs of its users. TopGis company is continuously developing 

its GisOnline web mapping application, which easily mediates 

mobile mapping for the municipality‘s city council, acts as a gis 

solution for a district town, or maps and records a small town 

assets. Scalability and complexity of a functionality are the key 

to a tailor-made information system.

: Big Data? Always at hand

For modern information systems it is no longer necessary to 

have all the data in local repositories and to burden the bud-

get with the high cost of own data centres. Not only vertical 

and sloping aerial images, but also panoramic images of mobile 

mapping can represent a volume of data of the order of Teraby-

tes for the city. TopGis web map services with the most detai-

led orthophotomap of the Czech Republic are optimized for the 

transmission of large data sets of maps and orthophotomaps 

over the Internet. The user only connects to the service and 

does not need to search for where various data are or to deal 

with their update. He can fully concentrate on his own work. 

TopGis company continually develops the internet distribution 

of its large datasets from its own data store, usually Cloud, the 

reforeeven a small town can have its own mobile mapping data 

and sloppy imaging data available through web services thanks 

to the new technologies.

: TopGis, Ltd.

TopGis is a Czech company operating not only on the Czech 

market in the f ield of aerial imaging and mapping. In addition 

to a continually upgraded product of the Orthophotomap of 

the Czech Republic with 12.5 cm/pixel resolution it also pro-

vides the orthophotomaps of towns with a resolution of up 

to 5 cm/pixel, oblique imagery and mobile panoramic ima-

ging for mapping and for asset management. Data obtained 

with the use of these technologies are provided from their 

own data storage via web services. A number of analytical 

tools change the visualization into an interactive information 

system and provide these interactive visualizations as high-

-end solutions. TopGis develops and operates the GisOn-
line web map application, a modern geographic information 

system, the implementation of which for Hodonicetown was 

awarded in the Czech Smart Cities for the Future, 2017 con-

test.

The orthophoto map with a 5cm/pixel resolution of the city of Karlovy Vary ser-

ves the city not only as a good quality map background but also for its technical 

map update. For the needs of architects, source vertical frames were used to 

create a 3D vector city model. A 3D visualization of the spa centre was created 

from the simultaneously taken sloping images for the promotion of tourism, 

which is publicly available to the general public from the city‘s website.

Adding GIS data to a web interactive 3D visualization creates a 3D infor-

mation system with many analytical tools, such as direct visibility, measu-

rement and 3D mapping.

video Smart 3D City by Skyline
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Smart City : 
Merchants vs. Bureaucrats

WE DON’T HAVE SMART CITIES, WE HAVE SMART PLACES. PLUS, THERE IS A GROWING 

NUMBER OF STRATEGIES AND PROJECTS THROUGH WHICH PEOPLE WILL, OVER TIME, 

TEST WHETHER THEY ARE TRULY SMART!

We are surrounded every day by things that we know, that we 

can use and also with things that are new to us and that bring 

about change. We all react diff erently to change: for someof 

us, it brings joy, others don’t wish to accept it and it takes 

a  while for them to get used to it.  Smart cities, smart devi-

ces, smart projects, smart things are mostly bearers of change 

which most of us should not have related with the fact that we 

will have to get used to them somehow.

Only a  couple of passionate enthusiasts or complainers will 

head to a  public offi  ce or to the post offi  ce gladly. But you 

can’t say the same about sites where business is happening.  

Each of us has our favorite shop, café or restaurant, where we 

have learned to use tools or perhaps rather objects for easier 

shopping and related payment. Each of us has a mobile phone 

or a contactless payment card (whether it’s a traditional plastic 

one, a payment sticker or a bracelet, watch or ring…). 

: Why is there such a big 

diff erence between customer 

experience in provision of ser-

vices in the commercial and 

private spheres?

We have a number of smart objects that simplify our daily lives: 

at home, at work, when traveling. It’s interesting to think about 

what we do and what we need. Very few of us leave the house 

to hunt and gather something to eat. When traveling to nature 

(the outdoors), we likely don’t appreciate much technological 

gadgets. But we do have to get there somehow and we will 

likely use necessary services along the way. In today’s world, 

this means we will eat and drink, and also do some shopping. 

: Why don’t we take advan-

tage of what WE KNOW and 

what we have on us every day?

Those of us who buy needed goods in stores and pay for them 

have strongly engrained purchasing behaviors. Merchants and 

banks have invested a lot of money to teach them to us. Why 

not use this in the state administration or in institutions or busi-

nesses that are connected to the government? Simple, quick 

purchases and payments determine our satisfaction.  

In just a few short years, mobile phones and contactless payment 

cards have become “smart” objects that each of us own and use 

every day. A payment terminal is something that each of uses seve-
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ral times a day, but we don’t think about what it costs the merchant 

or how it works: we just beep and go. Today, it’s common in stores 

to collect cash back, top off  credit for calls on our phones, etc. We 

can do all this at the cash register with all merchants: simply and 

easily. We are accustomed to paying at vending machines or shop-

ping kiosks: all of this by interacting with a small display. Payment 

cards, whether bank-issued or non-bank cards, off er many bene-

fi ts. Bank-issued cards (Mastercard, Visa, etc.) aff ord today even 

more benefi ts and are commonly used for payment or reservation 

of goods, for services, for parking fees, for tickets to events, for 

public transport fares, etc. Instead of typing in complicated codes 

or sharing information, micropayments allow us to purchase some-

thing easily. Barriers have disappeared and Central Europeans 

have come very quickly to like this type of payment. You just need 

the BEEP and everything is sorted. 

: What if we used these 

simple skills in other areas of 

our everyday lives?

Imagine a restaurant where you use a small screen to order, 

along with your colleagues, a lunch from the weekly menu. 

Or you order a beer: small, of course…? After a short while, 

the waiter, ideally with a smile, brings you your order. You 

want to pay? So you and your colleagues simply pick what 

you had, click on it, let the card beep and then leave. I think 

that not only you, but the waiter as well, will be glad. No one 

really likes the phrase “Could you split the bill for us?”

Or what happens whenI visit a  bank branch and, at the 

door, there is a terminal similar to the one in the restaurant.  

I just click that I want to visit the cashier’s window and I get 

a  ticket. I  think that banks and other operations can save 

a lot of money using dedicated check-in systems. 

What if I go to an exhibition and all I have to do is reserve 

a ticket and select card payment.  On site, I don’t do a thing. 

I  just show up with my card, press it to the terminal, let it 

beep and the tourniquet lets me in. 

And what happens when this world we dream about, one 

without unnecessary bureaucracy where I as a citizen don’t 

have to shake my head and say “good grief, if I can do this 

as the bakery, why can’t I do it at the public off ice...” beco-

mes reality?
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DOCKLESS BIKE-SHARE SYSTEMS ARE A GLOBAL TREND.  BIKE SHARE IS A 
PUBLIC BIKE RENTAL FOR SHORT-TERM USE BY A LARGE NUMBER OF USERS. 
TRADITIONAL BIKE SHARE SYSTEMS RELIED ON A DOCKING SYSTEM WITH 
USERS BORROWING BICYCLES FROM STREET SELF-SERVICE STATIONS AND 
ALSO RETURNING THEM TO THESE STATIONS. DOCKING STATION BIKE SHARE 
TYPICALLY NEEDS FINANCIAL SUPPORT FROM THE CITY. IN RECENT YEARS, 
HOWEVER, THERE HAS BEEN A STEEP RISE IN DOCKLESS BIKE SHARE. ITS 
MASS FORM WAS BORN IN CHINA, WHERE ITS OPERATORS HAVE ALREADY 
FLOODED THE STREETS WITH MILLIONS OF BIKES. TODAY, THIS TYPE OF BIKE-
SHARING IS ON A LARGER SCALE COMING ALSO TO EUROPE, AND OFTEN 
INDEPENDENTLY OF THE WILL OF THE MUNICIPALITIES.

Cities Adopt 

a New Approach to Dockless 

Bike Share
Michal Šindelář : Nadace Partnerství (Czech Environmental Partnership Foundation)
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: Salvation or threat?

Dockless bike share is often perceived in contradictory terms, either 

as salvation or as a threat. There are several reasons for it to be vie-

wed as salvation. This service is most often operated without any 

fi nancial contribution from the city, thus the city gets the bike-sharing 

system „for free“.  There are no political risks associated with doc-

kless bike-sharing, in contrast to docking station systems, where 

political representatives can be held accountable for the functionality 

of the system and the money spent. Last but not least, dockless bike-

-sharing brings hope of increasing the share of cycling in the modal 

split and relieving the overloaded motor traffi  c and the city’s air.

Dockless bike share is also perceived as a  threat, for the public 

space, pedestrians as well as the bike share users themselves. 

The tactics of some dockless bike-sharing operators are to fl ood 

the city with bicycles. Within a  few days, an operator (typically 

a Chinese one) can drop several thousand to tens of thousands 

of bicycles on city streets in order to reach a dominant position 

among users.  There are several problems with this kind of „lan-

ding“. These bike-sharing bikes are viewed as parasiting on public 

space and street furniture. They either occupy the residents’ space 

by the racks or are parked in inappropriate places. Sometimes they 

are said to block passage to pedestrians on the pavement. But in 

all honesty, it is more often than not a reaction to conservative fee-

lings being hurt because compared to cars parked on pavements 

and in public areas, it is a rather insignifi cant off ence.  

The most serious problem is a higher vandalism rate and ensu-

ring of suffi  cient technical quality and safety of the bikes on the 

streets. In China towns, up to 19% of dockless bike share bicycles 

were damaged in 2017; these bikes become street junk. The high 

degree of damage to the bikes is due to the market tactics of the 

largest operators, consisting in massive supply of bikes and their 

replenishing. Unfortunately, technical service guaranteeing that 

only bikes in a perfect technical condition are part of the system 

is not always part of the tactics. In the worst case, damaged bikes 

can become a safety hazard for bike share users.

: City’s proactive approach

Dockless bike-sharing systems are a new phenomenon for most 

cities, and they may not know how to deal with them. The more for-

tunate cities are fi rst contacted by an entity interested in operating 

the system in the city; the less fortunate cities wake up one day into 

a new bike share reality without any advance notice. Fortunately, 

we can be inspired by two foreign cities that have decided to take 

advantage of the new opportunity of dockless bike share for the 

benefi t of the city and its inhabitants to the full. These cities that set 

the rules for operating dockless bike-sharing systems to ensure 

the highest quality of this service are Seattle and London.

Since June 2017, Seattle has been issuing permits to operate bike 

share in the city. A bike share operator that applies for the permit 

undertakes to comply with the rules defi ned by the city in several 

areas. The bikes in operation must meet regulatory requirements 

and the operator must provide a  functional way for the user to 

inform about the need for a service intervention. The bikes must 

be parked in such a way that they do not hinder pedestrians and 

do not block narrow passages; the operator must relocate impro-

perly parked bikes upon notice. The operator must provide conti-

nuous customer support on the phone. Operators start with 500 

bikes in the fi rst month, and if they run the system in accordance 

with the rules, the fl eet can grow to 1,000 bikes during the second 

month and to 2,000 bikes during the third month. In the following 

months, the operator can operate even more than 2,000 bikes.

Seattle’s  most important innovation, however, concerns sha-

ring of bike share data.  Under the bike share permit, operators 

pledge to the city to provide data from the system – current bike 

position, trip records (start, destination, duration and length of 

the journey). This is a key step forward.  Seattle has data from all 

currently operated systems and can provide live bike position 

data as open data to the public. At the same time, it gains data 

on the movement of people and can better plan mobility in the 

city. All data is anonymized and the privacy of the users of the 

system is guaranteed.

London rules diff er only in some respects. Bike share operators 

are also required to ensure proper technical condition of the bikes 

and trouble-free parking. In addition, operators are required to 

redistribute the bikes when clustering of bikes occurs at various 

locations.  Operators also need to provide 24/7 customer support 

on the phone, but also give, via their application, advice on how to 

ride a bike properly (safe riding in city traffi  c and compliance with 

rules). In London too, operators are obliged to provide data on the 

trips made for better transport planning in the city.

The goal of the bike share policy in Seattle and London is to pro-

vide quality service and seamless operation of dockless bike-

-sharing systems in the city. This is achieved primarily through 

the requirements for the technical condition of the bike and their 

compliance with the legislation, the commitment to combat inap-

propriate bicycle parking and the timely intervention to redress 

any reported improper parking of a  bike, to provide customer 

support and to share data on the current position of the bikes 

and the trips made.  However, the question is whether Central 

European cities have similar possibilities to regulate bike share 

schemes on their territory and whether they can issue permits for 

its operation. If, for example, the city does not have the capacity 

to regulate the matter by means of an ordinance, it can consider 

positive incentives in the form of paying fi nancial compensation 

to operators who meet the conditions of operating a dockless 

bike share scheme defi ned by the city.
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RECENTLY, THE TOPIC OF PARKING HAS BECOME ONE OF THE MAJOR ISSUES AND 

MOST DISCUSSED PROBLEM BOTH AMONG THE DRIVERS AND REPRESENTATIVES 

OF MOST EUROPEAN CITIES, WHO ARE BEING FORCED TO FIND THE BEST AND MOST 

EFFICIENT PARKING MANAGEMENT SOLUTION, WHICH WILL COMPLY WITH THE MODERN 

SMART CITY CONCEPT. ONE OF THE MOST ADVANCED SOLUTIONS ON THE MARKET 

IS THE PARKING DETECTION SYSTEM, I.E. USING ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE TO MONITOR 

THE OCCUPANCY OF A PARKING LOT IN REAL TIME, WHICH CAN EFFECTIVELY HELP 

TO CONTROL AND MANAGE LARGE PARKING AREAS AS WELL AS SMALL ON-STREET 

PARKING ZONES – SIMPLY AND SAFELY.

Using artifi cial 

intelligence for 

anonymous detection 

of parking space
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: Benefi ts of Parking Detection 

 system for your Smart City  
Anonymous detection of parking space occupancy by 

smart cameras and Artif icial Intelligence processing image 

data ensures reliable evaluation of the situation in both 

on-street and off-street parking. In case of appropriate 

deployment, one camera can cover up to 400 parking 

spaces. With such coverage, PD system saves up to 90% 

HW equipment required for the installation (in comparison 

to other smart parking technologies currently available 

on the market). Parking Detection system brings you real 

time occupancy data of every parking space, enables to 

measure daily parking time or to check payment discipline 

(detection of overtimes) thanks to the possibility of con-

nection with payment machines. Another advantage is that 

the system can be directly connected to LED panels navi-

gating to available parking spaces. 

: Easy to install, easy to manage 

Since the whole Parking Detection system set includes 

only smart cameras and a  collection unit (PD Gateway), 

installing the system is up to 10 times faster compared to 

other technologies based on in-ground magnetic sensors 

mounted to the ground in each parking space. Installing 

these sensors is highly time and cost demanding. 

The cameras can be placed on the walls of nearby buil-

dings, poles or public lights. Each camera is connected 

to the PD Gateway that collects anonymized input image 

data. The data is not stored, but sent through a three-level 

encryption to the central cloud server in real-time, where it 

is further evaluated using artif icial intelligence. The system 

provides the highest level of security due to the input data 

anonymization and multiple encryption of communication 

channels. One PD Gateway controls 3 cable cameras and 

up to 10 wireless cameras at the same time. However, 

one can use an already existing camera network. In both 

cases, all that is required is only power supply and a stable 

internet connection with a  min. speed of 40 kbit /s  – the 

Gateway can be connected to the internet using one of the 

following three options: WIFI, ethernet cable or through an 

integrated LTE modem.  

The management and supervision of the entire parking 

lot is controlled through an intuitive PD Management 
System interface that allows you to remotely manage 

individual cameras and parking spaces, def ine your own 

parking rules and create advanced statistics, f inancial 

and service reports. 

: Major benefi t? 

 Cost eff ectiveness!

With the deployment of Parking Detection system in an average off -

-street parking lot with 100 parking spaces, one can save costs up 

to EUR 7,700 per year. An average price per one space is EUR 77, 

which is only a third of the average price of installing one sensor into 

the ground for one parking space (approx. EUR 230). Moreover, the 

price per parking space with Parking Detection system includes also 

access to the PD Management system with full functionality, automa-

ted 24/7 supervision of the system functionality and the possibility of 

connecting and implementing the system into higher units.

Would you like to get a 3D model of your parking area that suits 

your needs and have the Parking Detection system deployment 

designed? Visit www.parkingdetection.com 1 for more information 

or send a direct request to info@parkingdetection.com.

Top TEN of Parking Detection System

1. Real time occupancy data 
2. Cloud based solution
3. High effi  ciency: 1 camera = 400 parking spaces
4. Anonymity and security – no image data stored 
5. Easy installation, simple maintenance
6. Accuracy higher than 99.5 %  
7. Cost eff ective solution 
8. Intuitive management system   
9. Possibility to connect into existing camera network
10. Great potential for further use – 

surveillance system, passenger 
counting, detection without 
marked parking spaces

1
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CYCLING GENERATES HUGE BENEFITS BOTH FOR INDIVIDUALS AND 
CITIES. ACCORDING TO AN AUSTRALIAN GOVERNMENT STUDY 1, A SINGLE 
20-MINUTE URBAN BICYCLE RIDE GENERATES AROUND €4 OF TOTAL 
ECONOMIC BENEFITS. ALTHOUGH IN MOST CITIES, THE PERCENTAGE OF 
REGULAR CYCLISTS IS STILL RELATIVELY LOW, STUDIES SHOW THAT UP TO 
60% OF CITY RESIDENTS WOULD BE WILLING TO CYCLE UNDER SUITABLE 
CONDITIONS 2. TO BOOST THE NUMBER OF CYCLISTS, CITIES NEED TO 
MAKE CYCLING EASIER AND MOTIVATE THEIR CITIZENS TO SWITCH TO BIKE 
AS THEIR MEANS OF TRANSPORT.

UrbanCyclers: 
Digital platform for boosting cycling in your city

3
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UrbanCyclers off er a smart, modern approach to achieve these 

goals. Leveraging technological innovation and behavioural 

psychology, UrbanCyclers provide next-generation tools your 

city needs to understand, facilitate and promote cycling. As 

a  fully digital platform comprised of mobile and cloud-based 

applications, UrbanCyclers perfectly complement traditional 

tools for promoting light, sustainable mobility. UrbanCyclers is 

provided fully as a  service and can be launched rapidly with 

minimum requirements on a city’s internal resources.

: Collect and analyse data 

 about cycling

With UrbanCyclers, your city gets the information it needs to 

make right decisions about cycling policies and infrastructure 

investments. UrbanCyclers collect and analyse diverse, large 

data sets, including user-recorded GPS trajectories and crowd-

sourced issue reports. The analyses produced by UrbanCyclers 

enable cities to understand who cycles in your city, from where to 

where citizens cycle and which routes they take as well as which 

issues citizens face while cycling and how critical they are.

: Provide citizens with 

 accurate cycling information

Eliminate the fear of unknown that stops your citizens from cyc-

ling in your city. Leveraging the power of big data and artifi cial 

intelligence, UrbanCyclers apps deliver personalized advice on 

how and where to cycle in your city, including the use of bike 

sharing and intermodality with public transport. From speciali-

zed cycling maps, through safety-optimized turn-by-turn navi-

gation to a unique urban cycling coach, UrbanCyclers help your 

citizens cycle in a safe and enjoyable way. 

: Promote cycling through 

 engaging campaigns

UrbanCyclers leverage psychological principles of beha-

viour change and proven gamif ication techniques to get 

more people cycling more. Combine a  variety of moti-

vation tools – including badges, challenges and competiti-

ons – to build engaging campaigns your citizens will love. 

Personalized, interactive and social, campaigns delivered 

through UrbanCyclers mobile apps are more effective 

and less expensive that campaigns delivered through 

traditional channels.

: Get started rapidly

In contrast with complex infrastructure development projects which 

take years to complete, UrbanCyclers can be launched in your city in 

several weeks and with minimum technical and human resource on 

the side of the city. UrbanCyclers are provided fully as a service, with 

all software and data updates, maintenance and hosting fully taken 

care by us.

: Selected Reference: 

 Prague on Bike

UrbanCyclers is the basis of the City of Prague’s  offi  cial cyc-

ling app published by the City of Prague in Spring 2017 under 

the Prague on Bike (Na kole Prahou https://nakoleprahou.cz/
plan.php 3) name. The Prague on Bike apps attracted more ten 

thousand users during fi rst six months and have become the 

most used and the best rated mobile applications published by 

the City of Prague (average rating 4.7 on Google Play Store). In 

Year 2017, Prague users have recorded over 100 thousand bicy-

cle rides of total length exceeding 1 million kilometres with the 

applications. Data analytics outputs from the apps have been 

already used by the city for the analysis and planning of several 

cycling measures.

Source: 1 Walking, Riding and Access to Public Transport SUPPOR-

TING ACTIVE TRAVEL IN AUSTRALIAN COMMUNITIES, MINISTE-

RIAL STATEMENT, Australian Government, 2013; 2 Four types of 

Cyclists study for the City of Portland, 2012
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TRAFFIC DENSITY OR INTENSITY TELLS US HOW MUCH OR LITTLE THE ROADS ARE 

LOADED BY TRAFFIC; IT INDICATES THE AMOUNT OF MEANS OF TRANSPORT THAT 

PASS THROUGH A PARTICULAR SEGMENT FOR A GIVEN PERIOD OF TIME. DAILY TRAFFIC 

INTENSITY IS THE MOST COMMON MEASURE FOR URBAN PLANNERS AS A BASIS 

OF SUSTAINABLE URBAN PLANS (SUMPS)

Measuring traffi  c intensities 

by Internet of Things 

As a source of data on traff ic intensities, the results of the 

National Transport Census, which takes place at roughly 

f ive-year intervals, are most often used. Within the natio-

nal traff ic census, the number of vehicles passing through 

a check point per hour is calculated, of which the full-day 

average is calculated.

Some city road managers annually update car traff ic 

intensities on their road network. When collecting data on 

traff ic intensities, the manual survey is most often used. 

The traff ic intensities are determined using data from 

automatic traff ic detectors, which, however, mainly due 

to higher acquisition costs and necessary power infra-
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structure, are not so numerous due to the total length of 

roads.

There are, therefore, many sections of the road network 

where the knowledge of traff ic intensities is based on a 

f ive-year manual survey conducted by a hired worker. Of 

course, in transport, as elsewhere, it is true: Measuring 

means controlling. The data darkness of the knowledge 

of the development of traff ic density is then negatively 

ref lected not only in the results of transport models based 

on the client‘s wishes, but also in complicated decision-

-making at all levels, i.e. strategic, conceptual, tactical and 

operative.

Imagine a hired worker who, in any weather, 24 hours a day, 

seven days a week, hidden (to avoid disturbing the environment) 

would count cars at a rate of 0,6 Euro / day with an accuracy 

of more than 97 %... It has to be a robot only. Anyway, today‘s 

ICT technology, in conjunction with the Internet of Things, off ers 

such „robots“ for a marginal price. 

CITIQ, a well-known manufacturer of detectors for smart par-

king systems, produces equally simple detectors for detecting 

passing vehicles. Autonomous detectors (wireless, self-char-

ging) operate on the principle of detecting change of geomag-

netic fi eld caused by metallic vehicles. Detectors are placed 

approximately 3-5 cm below the road surface, preferably in 

the lane axis, but can be installed at the edge of the road no 

more than 0.5 m from passing vehicles.

Battery life depends on the number / frequency of transmis-

sion of traffi  c information. For an idea: when transmitting infor-

mation every ten minutes, the detector battery lifetime is 4 

years. When transmitting only 6 times a day, battery life will 

increase to 7 years.

The installation in the road takes about 20 minutes and imme-

diately after installation, vehicles can travel over the detec-

tor. The installation of the detector does not degrade the 

life of the road and the winter maintenance does not cause 

any damage to the detector. CITIQ also cares about visual 

consequences mainly for installations in historic centres, 

where the surface is made of natural paving stones. CITIQ, in 

cooperation with the Transport Research Centre (CDV, v.v.i.) 

created the so-called smart cube - when the detector is inte-

grated directly into the paving stone and the installation is 

only a replacement of the existing paving stone by a smart 

cube. (see photo from the installation in Prague on Dvořák‘s 

embankment / under the bridge of Štefánik). In the case of 

two detectors spaced 3 meters apart in the road lane, it is 

possible, in addition to intensity, to obtain information on the 

speed and length of the vehicles.

The illustration of output data is from 1st June 2017 in Prague. 

20.468 vehicles passed through the profi le. All day average velo-

city was 42 km/h and all day average vehicle length was 5,8 m.
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: Can you describe the beginning of your profesional 
journey? 

Initially I was interested to study meteorology with the focus 

on weather forecast at the university in Berlin – it was very 

specif ic situation because not off icial authority but univer-

sity managed and provided weather services, weather fore-

cast. So it was good to be so closed connected to research. 

The Institute for Meteorology included the weather service. 

Later after East and West Berlin was united, that has chan-

ged. After I graduated, I had the choice either to stark wor-

king for Berlin’s environment administration on air quality 

management or to spent two years in Arctic doing research 

on atmospheric tracer pollutants and climate change. After 

all, I decided to start managing smog-alert for Berlin´s admi-

nistration.

MARTIN LUTZ STUDIED METEOROLOGY AND AIR QUALITY MANAGEMENT 
IN MUNICH AND IN BERLIN AT THE FREE UNIVERSITY. HE HAS BEEN WORKING 
FOR WEST – BERLIN´S MUNICIPALITY SINCE 1987. HE IS A HEAD OF AIR 
QUALITY MANAGEMENT DEPARTMENT AT BERLIN´S ADMINISTRATION. HE 
VISITED BRNO IN OCTOBER 2017 TO PARTICIPATE IN A WORKSHOP WITH 
MUNICIPALITIES, IN A SMALL DEBATE WITH LOCAL PEOPLE AND STUDENTS 
AND IN A DISCUSSION WITH LOCAL OFFICERS AND POLITICIANS. 

Air 

quality 

strategy - Berlin
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: What was the air quality situation in Germany during 
the 80´s?

In West-Berlin there was a traff ic ban for few days per year 

because of sulphide dioxide and dust and it was not very 

eff icient because traff ic was not the main source of this 

pollutants. It was rather residential heating, heating plants 

and power plants in Eastern Germany and Eastern Berlin, 

where they were running without any f ilters at that time. 

It was comparable with Beijing. It rapidly changed after 

the Wall came down. West Berlin extended the air qua-

lity network to East Berlin. The stationary resources had to 

shut down or were forced to buy new technology. It took 

four, f ive years. It was rapid success and we could stop to 

use smog-alerts. 

: So Berlin has had no problem with air quality since 
middle of 90´s?

The EU air quality directive came into force in 1999 as it 

was developed during the 1997. That was the time I came 

to European Union Commission in Brussel. So I participa-

ted in the preparation of this directive and drafted another 

Directive on tropospheric ozone with the target values and 

legally binding air quality standards, e.g. limit values for 

PM10 and NO2 are from that time. Look – it was end of the 

90´s but up today we have not met them yet. In 2001 I went 

back to Berlin and it was necessary to start thinking about 

the strategy how to reduce particle pollution PM10 and NO2 

in order to meet these limit values by 2005 and 2010, respe-

ctively. 

: How pollution sources during the beginning of Mil-
lennium in Berlin changed?

It was always clear that you have mix of sources – impor-

ted pollution (half of total amount of PM10 in Berlin) and 

local pollution. The local pollution means 2/3 by traff ic, 

and the rest was single and local heating systems and 

factories. Transforming local heating systems from solid 

fuels to gas or electricity was easy because it provides 

comfort to people. Although it was a lit tle bit expensive it 

was easy to gain benefit in this area. Traff ic is more diff i-

cult. We had still summer ozone episodes because of NOx 

emission. So we needed to break down NOx made by pet-

rol cars. Catalytic convertors were developed in the 90´s 

and we had campaign slogan „Ohne kat nicht in die Stadt“ 

(cars without a catalytic converter are not allowed to enter 

the city) but we could not apply this because of lack of 

legislation. And it was the time when idea of low-emission 

zones occurred. 

: How much time has the realization of low emission 
zone in Berlin taken?

We needed a labelling system for vehicles depending on 

their emissions, in order to enforce the low emission zone, 

where vehicles with high pollutant emissions would be ban-

ned. But vehicle labelling had to be national law adopted by 

national government at f irst. We led very intensive lobby to 

establish it in our national legislation. Since 2007 our gover-

nment has established the labelling - sticker system in our 

national law. I´m proud of this because we were the f irst with 

idea of low emission zones via labelling system, we led very 

intensive lobby to established it in our national legal system 

and we realized it. We managed 10 years lasting strategy for 

better air quality in Berlin, we launched catalytic convertors 

and national labelling system and we did it. With regard to 

particle emissions of vehicles the low emission zone was a 

big success, because it required about 70 000 vehicles (i.e. 

every f ifth Diesel vehicle registered in Berlin) to be retro-

f itted with a Diesel particle f ilter. As a result, Diesel soot 

emissions and the concentration in the air fell by more than 

50 %. However, with respect to NOx-emissions we could 

see from our calculated scenarios what would happen in 

2010 and it was clear we would have problems with die-

sel vehicles. There were no retrofit available for them and 

the real driving emissions of new Euro 5 Diesel cars turned 

out to be even higher than those of older vehicles. So, the 

benefit of low emission zones with regard to NOx emissi-

ons was almost none. Moreover, there was no limit for direct 

emissions of NO2 of diesels. Again, new diesel vehicles 

had a much higher share of NO2 in their exhaust gas than 

the older ones. It was the first phase of diesel-gate. It was 

a chain of fails.

: What is happening now in Germany around diesel cars?

There is a large national forum about diesel cars industry 

– Ms. Merkel, NGO´s, car industry associations participated 

on it. And I´m suggesting – we need to have a retrofit option 

to reduce NOx-emissions of Diesel cars already on the road 

- as we had it ten years ago for particles f ilters for diesel 

cars. This is technically compelling, but let´s follow Toyota’s 

slogan – Nothing is impossible. So let us invest to the deve-

lopment of a retrofit system for new cars and develop better 

defeated devices which are not switching off at temperatu-

res below 8° C. I ´m not naive, it will be a big f ight.

: What about NGO´s and courts? We know about some 
successful cases from Germany.

Yes there are a few successful cases, calling for more ambi-

tious action as fast as possible. European Commission 
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pushes us via infringement to arrange measurements for 

better air quality as soon as possible. And it is a desperate 

situation to try to f ind the swift solution. 

: Brno has problems with PM10. What about Berlin 
now?

We solved the problems with PM10, so the infringement 

started just because of NO2. The infringement against Ber-

lin because of PM10 was suspended. We did a lot around 

construction machines; we controlled emission standards in 

personal cars f ilters. Low emission zones helped us to deli-

ver about 10 % of particles – so it had major contribution. 

Transformation from local heating toward natural gas conti-

nued. The old power plants had to be closed and we have 

to build new on natural gas now. The big problems come 

from Poland. 

: Has modal split in Berlin changed in the last 10 
years?

Yes. Personal car goes down since 2003/4 by 10–14% 

and since 2012 has stagnated. But there is a rise of vans 

because of delivery to the houses from e-shops, couriers’ 

services. But there is a big lack of f lats for new inhabitants 

in Berlin. Prices are going up and it is a big political issue to 

build houses for people and this could result in an increase 

in traff ic. But there are alternatives to use a car. Berlin is 

the town of universities, cultural, creative and IT business 

because of cheap off ice rooms. These people are not very 

proud to have a car. They love cycling. In that sense, we 

have very good boundary conditions for supporting car-free 

modes of transport.

: I visited Berlin last year and met a few cycle acti-
vists. They ask administration for better infrastructure. 

Yes, the cycling has by 10-15% of modal split. The infra-

structure is not reconstructed quickly enough. We had pub-

lic referendum thanks to very smart and quick public cam-

paign. These people collected 100 000 signatures during 

two weeks. This was a clear signal to the politicians. This 

was launched before local election so it had super timing 

and effect. We have new coalition established in autumn 

2016 and we have a huge programme – we want to spend 

50 000 000 Euro for cycling infrastructure during the next 
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5 years. I ´m a little bit worried about this because we lost 

a lot of people and knowledge last decade because of the 

budget cuts. On the other side – Green party has three 

senators on Berlin´s municipality responsible for transport, 

climate protection and environment, for economy and con-

sumer protection and for the justice f inally. So, these are 

favourable conditions for a pro-bike policy.

: What about public transport in Berlin?

As the public bus fleet is still running on Diesel, we need 

to think about means to reduce the emissions of the public 

bus fleet. As a result, more than 500 buses (of 1300) are 

being retrofitted with a NOX-catalysator. At the same time, 

Berlin will start buying electric buses to substitute older 

Diesel buses. Electricity from renewable resources is bet-

ter for it because of climate change. But there are no large 

buses using electricity on the market yet. CNG buses could 

be a clean interim solution until more electric bus types will 

become available on the market. But the use of CNG is con-

sidered critical by our minister as she thinks gas should be 

used primarily in the energy and heat sector, rather than for 

road transport.

 : You spent only 3 days in Brno but what are your 
recommendations for the city? 

It seems to be good to get cars from sidewalks, to define 

streets devoted especially for people and bikes and those 

for cars. 

Students have to have obligatory annual ticket for public 

transport for free as it is in Berlin and to support multimodal 

systems as this is meaningful. And take care about trolley 

buses on renewable energy to be cool in the time of climate 

change. We have long term strategies and action plans for 

wide spectrum of measurements in Berlin, about 40 sensors 

in monitoring system all around Berlin and it is easy to eva-

luate all measurements you arranged. And if it is good for us 

before we go to the court. We can prove what we have done 

for better air quality. You have a lot of young and educated 

people in Brno; courts, research institutes – it is a promising 

constellation to change your situation here. 

# This interview was realized thanks to project fi nanced by State 

Environmental Fund of the Czech Republic by Hana Chalupská from 

NESEHNUTÍ Brno organization in September of 2017.
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E-Mobility 
Maverick Of A New 

Industrial Revolution

SINCE A FEW YEARS AGO, PEOPLE STOPPED DOUBTING ABOUT THE BENEFITS AND 

IMPACT OF ELECTRIC VEHICLES (EVS) ON TRANSPORT. YET, RECENTLY, E-MOBILITY 

STARTED TO BE CONCEIVED AS THE MAIN STREAM OF FUTURE INNOVATIONS, ONE THAT 

WOULD LEAD THE WAY TO OTHER TECHNOLOGIES AND MAKE THEM CHEAPER. HOW 

COME THAT EVS, THE CORNER STONE OF E-MOBILITY AND ONE DAY A DERIDED VEHICLE, 

HAS BECOME AN IDOL TO WHICH MANY TOP INDUSTRIAL LEADERS HAVE THEIR HOPES?

: Behind The Wheel Of An EV  

 On the Way To E-Mobility

The first electric vehicle prototypes were riding on earth 

some ten years before the f irst iconic internal combustion 

engine (ICE) cars appeared. All of these vehicles were mostly 

horse carts blended with stationary engines. The appeal of 

such vehicles was so huge, that in the last decade of the 

19th century, there were multiples of small family factories 

producing them. Based on the statistics, at the turn of the 

19th century, there were more than 3000 vehicles riding in 

the USA, including another type, the steam cars. This surge 

in demand comes to short end in the next 20 years, seeing 

the EVs together with steam cars giving their way to the ICE 

cars. Why did that happened, taking into account that the 

EVs had a strong backing by the very Thomas Alva Edison, 

the Elon Musk of his age? There are many theories to that 

and not necessarily based on conspiracy. In the early days, 

the range of the EVs was not that constricting, taking into 

account that most of the roads in the cities, let alone out-

side them, was not paved and hence did raise little desire 

to drive for longer distances. Yet, as soon as the ICE cars 

makers copied the biggest advantages of the EVs, mostly 

by inventing the electric starter and automatic gearbox, 

the idea of setting off for a  day-long voyage in a  car has 

become more appealing. And, compared to the range of 

EVs, even achievable.Last but not least, the advantage of 

a quickly refillable gas tank has proved its worth in crises 

such as natural disasters, let alone during the (world) wars. 

During such situations there was simply no space for slow 

battery charging.On the other hand, there is even public 

evidence of the US tramway city lines being shut down and 

exchanged on purpose by the secret consortium of the GM 

bus division together with the Standard Oil (a US oil exploi-

tation company). Also, between 2005-2007 a documentary 

“Who Killed The Electric Car?” has shown the cannibalis-

tic campaign of the GM against its own high-tech electric 

vehicles branded “EV1”. These vehicles have been taken 

away from their tenants and all crushed to pieces, although 

the tenants were offering huge sums to get these cars to 

their possession. The very same production line that made 

the EV1 cars has soon after that started to produce the SUV 

Hummer H2, a > 20liter per 100 km juggernaut. To make it 
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even more contrived, the president George Bush Jr.´s admi-

nistration has offered vast subsidies for purchasing these 

gas guzzlers. Again, there is a  lot of evidence on the con-

nection between the Republican Party and the oil industry 

in the US, not speaking about the link between the Bush 

family and the oil industry in Texas, their home state. 

In conclusion, current EVs are no invention, since their main 

components – electric motor, traction battery and control-

lers (although primitive in the beginning) –existed right from 

the start. Some of the key automotive companies have even 

continued to produce EVs in small series during the whole 

course of the 20th century, mostly to keep the know-how 

for the expected future revival of the EV market. A simple 

definition of an EV might be, that it is any means of trans-

port propelled by an electric motor, which gets energy from 

a battery (or a hydrogen combusting fuel cell; super capaci-

tor or from catenaries). For readers fond of politics or con-

spiracy, one could also conclude with an alternative defini-

tion, such that EV is any means of transport, which disrupts 

every inflexible vehicle producer and suppliers of any sort 

of propulsion media, mostly the oil industry. 

: E-Mobility – A Tapestry Of  

 Challenges 

Whatever defi nition of EV you fancy, one electric vehicle does 

not bring about the electric mobility. I came to this idea in the 

early spring of 2012 after seeing the fi rst Tesla Model S in my 

life in Prague. The car stood salty, dirty of snow, parked cram-

med among other cars next to the pavement. I  have almost 

overpassed it how ordinary it was. That moment I realised that 

there is still a  long way to the e-mobility concept. Personal 

cars EVs represent but a piece, although a very important one, 

of the e-mobility tapestry only. The whole work is composed 

of multiple threads: inclusion of every sort of zero-emission 

motor transport as such, which through renewable energy 

generation and changes in energy distribution together with 

help of IT connection possibilities will allow for new ways of 

thinking about transport and its modality. Only weaving all 

these threads together brings about the innovation of e-mobi-

lity. Otherwise, let the EVs run on a non-ecological source of 

electricity and their impact on environment will be limited; once 

plugged in, if the local charging infrastructure will not allow for 

Vrbicany based dealer of the famed Balcancar electric utility vehicles is preparing a new generation of the renowned multicar CITY 2 utility vehicle. Great 

performance level will be underpinned by lithium traction battery by Hulin based company EVC Group.
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smart charging (V2G, for example) or off er the vehicles avai-

lable for sharing, then e-mobility would turn to be only about 

cars with diff erent drive. And that is not enough. 

In the middle of September I took part at a prestigious inter-

national conference focusing on developments in batteries 

and their applications. Speakers representing world´s  big-

gest lithium battery and EV producers were giving their 

insights, same as for vendors of home energy storage sys-

tems (ESS) and energy distribution company representatives.

The car manufacturers are nervously monitoring the rising 

demand for lithium batteries in other types of transport, fea-

ring there will be not enough cells for this expansion. Echo 

of the same boom comes from the energy storage business, 

where the market is awaiting the dawn of a  new important 

player in ESS,such was Tesla for the automotive sector in 

2008. The ESS and renewable source of energy (RSE) mar-

ket is already expanding to our households – one can have 

a home ESS and RSE solution from unexpected players like 

IKEA or the car manufacturers! No wonder, when one sees 

the whole sector being subsidised across the entire EU, as 

the state governments try to decrease the purchase price 

for households on the news technologies. It seems that 

the game is already won for the e-mobility concept, yet the 

opposite is true – speakers for energy distribution at the 

conference repeated that the drive for households will be 

limited in comparison to the boom in EV industry. The reason 

to this is blamed on the slow and bureaucratic energy sector 

and its complex connection to the policy and law decision 

makers. Hence, if RSEs and ESS are still to fi ght their way in 

the EU market, EVs are already settled and set to work for the 

spread of e-mobility as such. 

: E-mobility in Czechia

Ever since governmental subsidies appeared, endless dis-

cussion on their pros and cons appeared with them. In my 

perspective, if the timeframe and scope for subsidising a new 

technology is well controlled, subsidies represent a  good 

tool. And e-mobility with all its aspects is worth of subsidi-

sing. The Czech Ministry of Industry has recently opened 

a third call for proposals for SMEs, giving funds for EV, char-

ging infrastructure and RSE procurement. Cities and public 

organisations may get funds for the purchase of EVs from 

the Czech Ministry of Environment. Still, the public is waiting 

In the beginning of 2017 the city of Trinec has received 10 pure electric buses made by SKODA ELECTRIC. Range available from its 200 kWh battery is 

about 140 km/charge and may be expanded by rapid charging from overhead charger unit.
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for the general subsidies for common car owners. From my 

point of view, such subsidies should help to balance the Total 

Cost of Ownership (TCO)between an EV and an ICE car in the 

timeframe of longevity of the EV traction battery. This repre-

sents some 5-8 years or 100-160 thousand kilometres, varying 

from car to car. With such a form of subsidies on new EVs for 

public, together with the raising market of second-hand EVs, 

the widespread of EVs in Czechia should be secured. 

Hand in hand has to come the existence of legislative fra-

mework on smart charging/energy distribution and its connec-

tion with RSEs. In this perspective, Czechia has between2008-

-2015unfortunately lost an opportunity to do more. Today, 

thanks to the EU regulations and directives that were inspi-

red by the experience from the pilot projects in the member 

states, Czech lands catch up on this framework development. 

One of the benefi ts will be the roaming between the local 

and interstate charging infrastructure providers. In 2020 one 

should be able to make a  business trip in an EV around his 

state or even abroad with one ID chip, much as it is already 

the case with Tesla owners and their vast charging network 

system.

The development of e-mobility in the Czech lands is visible 

on the positive reaction of the local industry; the machinery 

engineering sector has taken on the challenge and up to 

day there are several local EV producers. A nice image of it 

may be the current project of trolleybuses that will use local, 

local drive and local traction battery, all coming from Czech 

companies. The personal cars sector is awaiting the new 

range of EVs coming from SKODA AUTO, including the old 

Felicia model; the AVIA Trucks company is preparing 7,5-12 

ton trucks and TPC Industry works on a new version of the 

light Multicar truck, an icon from the communist times, for 

example.

Jan Vejbor – born in Olomouc, Czech Republic, studied 
political science and west-European studies in Olomouc 
and Prague. At the end of his studies he specialised on 
the impacts of e-mobility on world economy and poli-
tics. Member of the EV Association since 2008; from 
2012 vice-chairman of the Czech EV Industry Associ-
ation.Jan worked as the project manager of the Prague 
Electric pilot project (2010-2011), product manager 
of e-mobility at SKODA ELECTRIC (2011-2016). Since 
2016 Jan works sales manager at EVC Group. 
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The proposal draws up a number of changes for energy stakehol-

ders and introduces brand new stakeholders who are going to par-

ticipate on the market, especially in decentralised renewable gene-

ration. One of these new entities proposed by the winter package 

is renewable energy community.

: What are renewable energy   

 communities?

Community energy is a way for all consumers to contribute directly 

on generation, consumption or mutual sharing of energy in a spe-

cifi c geographical area. The emphasis is placed on low-priced 

energy. The main diff erence from traditional providers is that the 

primary aim of the communities is not the profi t.

Renewable energy community can be small and medium enterpri-

ses but also a non-for-profi t organisation, the shareholders or mem-

bers of which cooperate in the generation, distribution, storage or 

supply of energy from renewable sources.  In addition, the have to 

fulfi l at least four of the following criteria:

1. Nature of shareholders or members : They can be natural 

persons, local authorities (including municipalities) or small 

and medium enterprises operating in the fi eld of renewable 

energy (there are no further criteria for the shareholders if the 

small and medium enterprises).

2. Voting majority in hands of natural persons : At least 51 % of 

shareholders or members with voting rights within the entity 

are natural persons.

3. Shares refl ect local interests : At least 51 % of the shares or 

participation rights of the entity are owned by local members. 

Local members are representatives of local public and local 

private socio-economic interests or citizen having a  direct 

interest in the community activity and its impacts. Although 

this defi nition of local members is rather vague, it is apparent 

it underlines the existing link to the locality, and that will be 

Community-based 
generation will have simplifi ed 
regulation and will open to all

AT THE END OF NOVEMBER 2016, THE EUROPEAN COMMISSION 
INTRODUCED A PACKAGE OF LEGISLATIVE PROPOSALS CALLED CLEAN 
ENERGY FOR ALL EUROPEANS, OR SO CALLED WINTER PACKAGE. THE 
PACKAGE PROPOSES TO RECAST SOME KEY EUROPEAN ENERGY PIECES OF 
LEGISLATION AND IS THE MOST SIGNIFICANT STEP OF THE EU TOWARDS 
THE SINGLE ENERGY MARKET WITH MAJOR IMPLICATIONS. 

Petra Giňová, Frank Bold
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essential to determine the local members.

4. Priority of local interests in managing bodies : At least 51 % 

of the seats in the board of directors or managing bodies is 

reserved to local members.

5. Community capacity : The installed capacity of renewable 

energy for electricity, heating and cooling and transport is no 

more than 18 MW as a yearly average in the previous 5 years. 

As it is not obligatory to fulfi l all 5 criteria, the form of individual com-

munities can vary greatly. It can be a  non-for-profi t organisation 

founded by the municipality for the purpose or providing electricity 

for its citizens. It could be a non-for-profi t founded by local citizens. 

At the same time, renewable energy community can be a mid-sized 

business whose shareholders are (small) businesses operating in 

the area, and also local citizens. If criteria 1-4 are met, the commu-

nity can even have higher capacity than 18 MW with no upper limit 

and cover needs of more consumers. Each community is therefore 

going to be able to the specifi c needs of its members.

It is important to note that participating on renewable energy com-

munity should be strictly voluntary and participants should not lose 

any rights as end consumers (e.g. leave the community and use 

energy supplies from a diff erent provider, the right for quick provi-

der change, rights relating to billing information etc.).

: Role and specifics of the 

 communities

Emergence of renewable energy communities follows the trend 

of enhancing the consumers’ position on the energy market and 

at the same time the trend of gradual decentralisation of energy 

generation. Renewable energy communities are considered to be 

a  tool for effi  cient local energy management due to the fact that 

the community consumes directly the energy it produces itself. This 

arrangement can be functional both if the community is connected 

to the distribution network and if it is not, i.e. it works in the island 

regime. Renewable energy communities are entitled to generate, 

consume, store and sell energy from (their own) renewable sources.

In addition, the communities should not be subjected to dispropor-

tionate charges or conditions for participating on the market – the 

proposal demands that when the member states draw up the spe-

cifi c regulation for these new subjects, the member states consider 

the nature of renewable energy communities which is very diff erent 

from the traditional stakeholders. The major diff erences are limited 

size and installed capacity of the renewable energy communities, 

ownership structure and the number of projects which the commu-

nities manage, and also the very purpose of the communities which 

is securing and providing aff ordable energy supplies for a speci-

fi c area. Renewable energy communities are also supposed to be 

non-for profi t stakeholders.

It is most likely that the renewable energy communities will have 

special regulation focused on non-discriminatory criteria for their 

participation on the market. That may include regulation of state 

support of the communities and administrative process of their 

establishment and management.

: The key to success will be 

 the right definition of the   

 communities
While the legislative proposals are being discussed on the 

EU level, the important question is the very defi nition of 

these entities. There are two directive proposals in the win-

ter package which defi ne the communities and even name 

them diff erently. The type of community discussed above is 

pursuant to the recast directive on the promotion of the use 

of energy from renewable sources. The defi nition in this dire-

ctive covers only those communities who generate renewa-

ble energy while the recast directive on common rules for the 

internal market in electricity defi nes so called local energy 

communities. Local energy communities can produce energy 

also from other sources than the renewables and take on 

a wider range of legal forms.

The question is whether the renewable energy communities 

are a subtype of local energy community and if therefore the 

explicit ban on discriminating against them in terms of their acti-

vities and securing their rights and obligations as end consu-

mers. Considering the way both directives are set up, it would 

be against their objective to not provide the renewable energy 

communities with the same level of protection as to the local 

energy communities. Especially so when unlike the local energy 

communities, they are strictly non-for-profi t entities. There is still 

some room for improvement and clarifi cation of the proposals. 

It is the clear wording of European legislation enables accurate 

transposition of the regulation by each Member State. It will also 

help minimize potential abuse of this new institute by big corpo-

rate stakeholders.

: Conclusion

Renewable energy communities can be a very benefi cial and fl exi-

ble tool for municipalities who are interested in renewable energy 

generation for aff ordable prices and at the same time take respon-

sibility and control over energy supplies in their area. The winter 

package proposals can still be altered and edited and the fi nal wor-

ding will be known only after the European Parliament has appro-

ved of the fi nal proposals. The question is in what way will the new 

legislation transposed into Czech national legislation. 
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The City of Zug is a well mentioned city in the media recently. It 

is a very ordinary city in Switzerland with around 30,000 people 

living there. But things changed. Zug is a special city when it comes 

to low taxes what was recently exploited through so called ICOs, 

otherwise known as Initial Coin Off erings. It is a new way of crow-

dfunding with crypto-currencies. During this year, the VC seed 

capital raised through ICO surpassed the classical IPO markets, 

drawing the attention to this topic especially from regulators all over 

the world This, and Zug’s fresh air with its lovely lake are why it has 

attracted many entrepreneurs, including the Ethereum Foundation, 

to settle down there, making it the crypto valley of switzerland.

Zug is not only the crypto valley of switzerland but becomes also 

a cutting edge smart city. Zug is one of the fi rst cities having a cryp-

tocurrency ATM as well as introducing uPort a “self sovereign iden-

tity solution” on the blockchain. Yes, you read it right! You can Issue 

your own ID and go to the city center to get it verifi ed. It’s an smart-

phone app, supported on Android and iOS. It is created by consen-

sus and aims to give ownership of your identity and data right back 

into your own hands where it rightfully should belong. 

“A newly created identity is not really valuable… but it 
becomes more valuable when you interact with more 
parties, and they can attest to some things, whether it is 
a bank or a city” -  Rouvn Heck, uPort lead developer

The idea of an open identity standard makes it very attractive for 

collaboration. It means that any city which like the idea of using 

uPort as an open Identity standard can have its own deployment 

without paying license fees. If a  feature is missing, this can be 

added and any other party using that software would benefi t from 

that development. A scarcity of fi nancial resources is a common 

problem for cities. In addition to that, there is a huge scarcity of 

professionals as well. A way to get additional access to resources 

can be the local universities to collaborate with, what gives them 

the great opportunity to have students being involved in open 

source projects like uPort developing new use cases. 

As the City of Zug is a great example how blockchain can create a new 

industry and attract young and intelligent people and skilled professi-

onals. Following that example the City of Mittweida (With a population 

of 15k people and 7k students) decided to dedicate themselves to be 

a playground for blockchain related startups and studies. 

Connected existing knowledge and competence together, the 

“Hochschule Mittweida” University of Applied Sciences is planning 

to have it’s Master Degree on Blockchain ready next July. In Addi-

tion to that the University created their Blockchain Competence 

Center (BCCM) on the 14th of July, 2017 to connect applied sciences 

with an incubator program to attract new startups for the city.

With the Blockchain Autumn School the BCCM of Mittweida was 

able to attract people from all over Germany to actually have their 

fi rst experience in trading Bitcoins, Ether, using Smart Contracts 

and Sharing Ideas how to apply that technologies. With a com-

petition of over 22 participants and a price value of accumulated 

eight hundred euro the last day of the autumn school fi nished up, 

presenting exciting new ideas. Will be the future assessment cen-

CRYPTOCURRENCY IS THE NEW GOLD. NEW COMPANIES USE BLOCKCHAINS 
AS TRUST-LAYERS. WE WILL HAVE AUTONOMOUS, ZERO-COST, 
INFRASTRUCTURE-PROVIDING SERVICES. DO YOU LIKE TO BE PART OF THE 
BLOCKCHAIN REVOLUTION?

Blockchain
and cryptocurrency

Tim Bansemer : Blockchain Enthusiast and Consultant, IT Security Professional
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ters based on the blockchain? Can it help to fi nd a organ donor in 

time? What are the options to secure intellectual property with it? 

The options seem to be unlimited.

The Company Slock.it with Christoph Jentz as the CEO is also 

based in Mittweida. With him, Mittweida hosts one of original 

coreteam-Developers of the Ethereum Foundation. Slock.it 

produces smart-locks secured by Smart-Contracts based on 

Ethereum. Giving you the possibility to securely rent a  lock 

with your digital identity.

Do you know what Identity Solution they might use? If you 

guessed uPort you are right! Furthermore the Director of the 

BCCM is looking forward to follow the example of Zug to have 

the fi rst implementation of the uPort Identity Service in a Ger-

man city.

The Major Ralf Schreiber and Dr. Prof. Ittner, the diwrector of the 

BCCM made clear statements that they provide the circumstan-

ces needed to develop the city and make it as attractive to 

blockchain startups and ideas as Zug is.  �

Blockchain & sharing economy

Peter, is a 35 year-old  Law consultant living in your city. 

He loves biking, and has an expensive bike in his garage. 

But, he doesn’t have enough time during the weekends to 

enjoy riding it, as he spends most of his weekends traveling 

to business meetings all over the world. Jimmy, is a high-

-school student living two blocks from Peter’s. He also loves 

biking, but can’t aff ord to buy a bike like Tim’s to make his 

biking experience more pleasurable. Now, I know exactly 

what you’re thinking. You’re thinking how nice it would be if 

Jimmy could use Peter’s bike when he’s away. This is one 

of the things that could be securely achieved by using the 

blockchain technology.  The blockchain eliminates the need 

to rely on a trusted third-party service provider to keep the 

bike secure and guard against damages or theft. Jimmy 

uses his smartphone app to search for available bikes in his 

city and fi nds that Peter’s bike is available to rent. He sends 

a deposit to the ‘smart contract’ that controls the IoT lock on 

Tim’s bike. The smart contract now grants access to Jimmy 

to use Peter’s bike with a single button press on his smart-

phone. Jimmy can now enjoy riding Peter’s bike for a few 

hours and deliver it back in Peter’s house once he’s fi nished. 

With another button press, Jimmy can securely deliver the 

bike back to Peter and the smart contract calculates the rent 

for the time Jimmy has used the bike, subtracts it from the 

deposit and transfers the remaining amount back to Jimmy. 

What if, we could do the same for virtually any device/appli-

cation/service we’d like to share? All of it possible with the 

blockchain.

Written by Jensun Richie : Mathematician and Programmer
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A technical 

introduction 

to the history 

of Blockchains 

From Jensun Richie : Mathematician, Programmer and 

Blockchain Enthusiast

In 1994, Adam Back (British Crypto-Scientist) had an idea to “charge” 

e-mails with computation, in an attempt to curb spam emails. Before 

anyone could send an e-mail, their device would have to solve a puz-

zle. A very interesting property of those puzzles is that it takes a non-

-trivial amount of computational power and time to fi nd a solution to, 

but is extremely easy to verify its solution. By solving such a puzzle, 

the device therefore proves that it has indeed “spent” certain resour-

ces. Such a proof is called a “proof of work”. Unfortunately, this not 

only discouraged spammers, but also legitimate bulk e-mailers; and 

the idea was soon forgotten. Other artifi cial intelligence techniques 

later replaced the spam classifi cation problem. Several years later, in 

2008, an unknown person under the pseudonym of Satoshi Naka-

moto, used the “proof of work” to solve two very diff erent problems 

simultaneously. One is the “double-spending” problem of digital cur-

rencies, and the other is the “consensus” problem. This was the birth 

of Bitcoin and the Blockchain. Let’s understand it piece by piece. 

A block is simply a collection of “transactions” and other meta-infor-

mation. The blockchain is, as the name suggests, a chain of these 

blocks. A participant of the Bitcoin network, is allowed to add a new 

block to the blockchain with a valid proof-of-work. In doing so, the 

participant is rewarded with new bitcoins in exchange for the com-

putational expenditure. This is how new bitcoins are mined. And, 

such participants of the network, who take interest in winning them 

are called miners. Let’s  now consider a  practical scenario where 

one might want to use a crypto-currency to buy goods and servi-

ces. There’s a pizzeria in your neighborhood that accepts bitcoins. 

You buy a pizza, and pay for it with bitcoins with your smartphone. 

This transaction is propagated throughout the bitcoin network and 

added to a transaction pool. The miners now pick transactions from 

this pool to form a block, and engage in a global competition, try-

ing to fi nd a solution to the proof-of-work puzzle to earn the right 

to extend the blockchain with their new block and earn the bitcoin 

reward. It takes, on average, ten minutes for a block to be added to 

the bitcoin blockchain. Once your transaction is part of a block in the 

blockchain, your local pizzeria can verify it and give you your pizza. 

The more blocks the blocks that are added to the blockchain after 

the block containing your transaction, the more secure it is. Secure, 

in this context means, more resistant to change. 

Soon, all sorts of ideas started emerging. People began to realize 

the true potential of the blockchain revolution. In 2013, the Ethe-

reum project was born. Ethereum is an open platform for creating 

new blockchain applications on top it. Ethereum does this by buil-

ding what is essentially the ultimate abstract foundational layer: 

a blockchain with a built-in Turing-complete programming language, 

allowing anyone to write “smart contracts” and decentralized appli-

cations where they can create their own arbitrary rules for ownership, 

transaction formats and state transition functions. Note that „contra-

cts“ in Ethereum should not be seen as something that should be 

„fulfi lled“ or „complied with“; rather, they are more like „autonomous 

agents“ that live inside of the Ethereum execution environment, 

always executing a specifi c piece of code when „poked“ by a mes-

sage or transaction. In general, there are three types of applications 

on top of Ethereum. The fi rst category is fi nancial applications, provi-

ding users with more powerful ways of managing and entering into 

contracts using their money. This includes sub-currencies, fi nancial 

derivatives, hedging contracts, savings wallets, wills, and ultimately 

even some classes of full-scale employment contracts. The second 

category is semi-fi nancial applications, where money is involved but 

there is also a heavy non-monetary side to what is being done; a per-

fect example is self-enforcing bounties for solutions to computatio-

nal problems. Finally, there are applications such as online voting 

and decentralized governance that are not fi nancial at all. A “Decen-

tralized Autonomous Organization” or DAO, in short, is an interesting 

example. It can be thought of as a virtual entity that has a certain 

set of members or shareholders which, perhaps with a 67% majority, 

have the right to spend the entity‘s funds and modify its code. The 

members would collectively decide on how the organization should 

allocate its funds. Methods for allocating a DAO‘s funds could range 

from bounties, salaries to even more exotic mechanisms such as an 

internal currency to reward work. This essentially replicates the legal 

trappings of a traditional company or nonprofi t but using only crypto-

graphic blockchain technology for enforcement. One of the simplest 

of such designs is a piece of self-modifying code that changes if two 

thirds of members agree on a change. 

: Stay tuned and follow our upcoming articles to learn about 

the latest ideas and developments and how you can become 

part of it. Please let me know, if you would like to read about 

a specifi c topic. Feel free to ask your questions and send your 

feedback to tim@inblock.io

Your Tim Bansemer : Blockchain Enthusiast and Consultant, 

Founder of inblock.io - Blockchain Consultation, Training and 

POC’s. IT Security Professional @tim_Bansemer 
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In early nineties, Dutch scientist Arnold Mulder discovered, 

that one of his anaerobic microbial cultures kept removing 

nitrogen in an unexpected way. Mulder called this process 

“anaerobic oxidation of ammonium”, or anammox. It is a micro-

bial process, in which anammox bacteria (or archaea) convert 

ammonia (NH
3
) and nitrite (NO

2
-) to dinitrogen gas (N

2
), thus 

gaining energy.

Over subsequent two decades, anammox became widely 

applied for the removal of nitrogen from reject waters from 

anaerobic digestion (ammonium-rich liquid fraction of anaero-

bically treated activated sludge). First applications of anammox 

went to sewage treatment plants receiving wasted activa-

ted sludge from adjacent plants, or nitrogen-rich industrial 

effl  uents, and sewage treatment plants with insuffi  cient 

capacity of tanks for nitrifi cation-denitrifi cation. These plants 

discharge more nitrogen than allowed by the municipal autho-

rities, and face nasty sanctions. Unless plant operators per-

suade the authorities to elevate their nitrogen limits, one of 

the ways out is to remove part of total nitrogenous load from 

reject water via anammox. In addition to such cases, anammox 

is also applied at sewage treatment plants, where operators 

are pushed to reduce their treatment costs.

In case of treatment plant in Ingolstadt (Germany), removal 
of one kilo of nitrogen from reject water via nitrifi cation-
-denitrifi cation consumes 4 kWh, while anammox consumes 
0.8-2 kWh e.g. in Potsdam (Germany) it consumes 1,6 kWh.  

IN OUR HOUSEHOLDS, WE CUT ELECTRICITY COSTS VIA ENERGY-SAVING LAMPS. 

IN SEWAGE TREATMENT PLANTS, WE CUT ELECTRICITY COSTS VIA ANAMMOX 

BACTERIA. THESE RECENTLY-DISCOVERED BUGS EAT NITROGEN IN SEWAGE 

EXTREMELY EFFICIENTLY, WHICH HAS BEEN EXPLOITED IN SEVERAL INNOVATIVE 

COST-REDUCING BIOTECHNOLOGIES. ANAMMOX-BASED BIOTECHNOLOGIES HAVE 

BEEN APPLIED IN FULL SCALE FOR MORE THAN 10 YEARS, BUT MANY SEWAGE 

TREATMENT PLANT OPERATORS, DESIGNERS, CONSULTANTS AND INVESTORS ARE 

STILL UNAWARE OF ITS POTENTIAL. 

Reducing sewage 
treatment costs with 
anammox bacteria
Vojtěch Kouba, biotechnology expert UCT Prague : Kerstin Zacherl-John, design engineer E&P Anlagenbau GmbH, Germany 

: Petr Dolejš, environmental engineer, city:one editor
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Because “anammox” is patented trademark, suppliers call this 

process “deammonifi cation”. To date, more than 100 sewage 

treatment plants are equipped with anammox, most of them 

situated in western Europe, north America and China. The 

price of anammox technology depends on the availability of 

unoccupied tanks on site, the level of automation, and qua-

lity of materials and technology. Anammox also saves organic 

carbon and thus more methane can be produced from anae-

robically digested sewage sludge.

Municipalities are waking up to the possibilities to reduce 

their wastewater treatment bill. Due to the extensive full-

-scale experience and several different providers, savings 

provided by anammox are considered to be among the 

“lowest hanging fruit”.

References of company E&P Anlagenbau (Germany); price for engineering, delivery, installation, commissioning, documentation, *cconstruction costs and 

sludge tank included, **Engineering, Commisioning); EO – population equivalent.

Client Municipality (size of STP) Realization Price (T€)
Energie und Wasser Potsdam GmbH, Germany Potsdam Nord (90 000 PE) 2011/2012 1500*
StadtWerke Schrobenhausen, Germany Schrobenhausen (55 000 PE) 2015/2016 384
Gemeindwerke Karlsfeld, Germany Karlsfeld (45 000 PE) 2015/2016 385
Abwasserbetrieb der Stadt Rinteln, Germany Rinteln (80 000 PE) 2009 275
Badajoz, Spain Villalba de los Barros, province  2015/2016 145**
 of Badajoz (385 000 PE)

„anammox bacteria

saves energy“

References of the E&P Anlagenbau realizations

Left axis–sewage treatment electricity consumption; Right axis: 

Energy self-suffi  ciency of selected WWTP (Austria)
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Smart city draws on modern technology and the Internet 

in an effort to make people’s  lives simpler, clearer and 

easier. Perhaps everyone in their own experience recogni-

zes that modern conveniences can improve people’s qua-

lity of life and the environment in which they live, provided 

that people take a healthy approach to these extras. This 

competence appears to be absolutely vital for achieving 

a  healthy lifestyle, well-being, a  sense of life satisfaction 

or happiness, or to f ind an individually meaningful sense 

of life if you like. It seems that especially now, at a time of 

unparalleled prosperity, we are suffering and are not hap-

pier. Many f ind out that when they stop at the end of the 

day and put aside their tinsel and technological lures, they 

encounter feelings of senselessness and emptiness, lack 

of life fulf ilment.  V. E. Frankl’s notion of existential vacuum 

in this context takes on real dimensions. Why this is the 

case and how does it relate to the technical advancement 

of the world? 

…at a time of unparalleled prosperity, we are suff ering and 
are not happier.

: Be “smart” enough

If we considered a smart citizen and focused narrowly on the sense 

ofb eing „clever“, we would think of the subject in terms of innate 

dispositions and a stimulating social environment, including quality 

education. But do not be fooled by this association with intellect and 

acquired knowledge; they are not the most important factor. Many 

of the commonly available technologies are, thanks to their intuitive 

control, also made available to the illiterate or even to small children 

who sometimes cannot even yet communicate verbally with their 

surroundings. In the context of the present day, a diff erent quality 

of the human appears to be a fundamental condition for his or her 

satisfactory functioning in society... maturity and self-control. Hence, 

not only technical literacy, but above all the ability to use information 

and communication technology prudently plays a major role. 

While previously we primarily worried about life, today we are 
scared of an insuffi  cient supply of information, a loss of data.

The struggle for physical survival that had dominated the past of 

mankind has been in this excessively technicized era replaced 

BE SMART, 

BE HAPPY
Smart cities work best with smart citizens

PhDr. Mgr. Martina Velikovská

THE TIMES WHEN WE WERE ENTHUSIASTICALLY BUYING OUR FIRST DESKTOP COMPU-

TERS, REPLACING LANDLINE PHONES WITH MOBILE DEVICES, VHS TAPES WITH DIGITAL 

MEDIA, AND WHEN WE AS USERS SAW TOUCH DEVICES OR ADVANCED MOBILE OPERA-

TING SYSTEMS AS THE PEAK OF TECHNOLOGICAL BOOM ARE LONG GONE. THE WORLD 

OF THE 21ST CENTURY IS TECHNOLOGICALLY RADICALLY DIFFERENT FROM THE PREVIOUS 

CENTURY, AND THE TECHNOLOGIES ARE BEING INTERCONNECTED EVEN IN AREAS AND 

WAYS THAT WE COULD HARDLY IMAGINE BEFORE. 
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with a desire for high performance and at the same time mainta-

ining mental equilibrium... a diffi  cult task indeed. Today’s world 

lures people into a lot of traps which they did not have to resist 

before and which, in view of their degree and frequency of 

pressure, are demanding in terms of their competent manage-

ment and maintenance of overall health. More than ever, we are 

exposed to a plethora of content items of varying quality, pres-

surizing us not only at work but also in our private lives. Often, 

we are not quite aware of these infl uences. All those urgent 

alerts, advertisements, news, talks, tweets, texts we search for, 

but also funny posts, etc. permanently attack our attention and 

occupy our mind. Continuous absorption of information does 

not strengthen us in any way, rather the opposite, especially 

when we are not able to make eff ective use of this information.

The eff ect of new technologies is largely contradictory. On the 

one hand, they help us better structure the environment, speed 

up mutual interactions, provide an infi nite amount of infor-

mation and simplify life. They make us more agile and faster; we 

become multi-tasking champions; our activities are more eff e-

ctive and productivity rises. On the other hand, however, they 

plunge us into virtuality, unreal online life, and thus into solitude, 

forcing us to process a great deal of often useless information, 

which neuroticizes us and only diverts our attention from what 

is essential, eroding our ability to survive without it. Imprudent 

handling of smart technologies, the Internet and informational 

surfeit, in turn, reduces our performance and causes an all-per-

vading feeling of dissatisfaction, spiritual misery. 

: The main thing is „not to 

 go nuts“

Even if modern technologies were most advantageous, it is neces-

sary to perceive them exclusively as a tool for improving the quality 

of your life. They should not bind you more than help you.  If you 

are not sure, whether you are not „walking a tightrope“ a little bit, 

or if you recognize yourself in the previous text, try to follow the 

following recommendations:

• Don’t be greedy; review your value system. Do not want to 

know everything, to have everything, to be everywhere and to 

experience it preferably right now. Surely you have a solid gene-

ral knowledge and detailed expertise in your own fi eld, but do you 

know yourself?  And do you know your real priorities that make 

you inwardly happy and that you never want to lose? Stop feeling 

frustrated withnon-essential things and falling into nihilism.  Regu-

larly recall your essential values and dedicate yourself to them.  

Think about yourself, about the world, about how things are evol-

ving; this way, you will set up your own value list. Values cannot be 

taught, they must be lived.

• Take a technological break, eliminate impending addiction. Put 

down your mobile phone, close the laptop, or even turn it off ... yes, 

even these buttons exist.  Learn to really relax during the day at least 

for a while without keeping your brain busy with technology and try to 

reserve one day in theweek that you will spend without work, accor-

ding to yourself.  The Bible says that we should work for six daysand 

rest and celebrate on the seventh day. There is something to it.

• Act responsibly. Do not accelerate your own degeneration; 

revive your instincts and traditions. Modern life need not be the 

equivalent of technocracy, the loss of inborn patterns of behavi-

our, contact with nature and the continuation of human traditions. 

A blackout would certainly check our ability to survive and natu-

rally integrate into the human community, but it would undoubtedly 

be a painful experience. Enjoy the freedom that constant develop-

ment brings, but remember that true freedom cannot exist without 

responsibility that is the basis of our own existence.

• Do not get overwhelmed. Strengthen your will, procrastinate 

purposefully. Today, we receive every day an amount of information 

that is comparable to a whole year’s amount 100 years ago and it is 

not going to get any better. Tolerance towards suff ering diminishes, 

the excess of information and tasks is often paralysing. Do not get 

driven into a corner.  Identify objects of your interest that you will 

pay attention to and ignore unrelated topics. Divide your big tasks 

into smaller, more digestible ones and strengthen your will by over-

coming something every day, even if it is a small thing (to get up 

early, to exercise, etc.). You cannot change right away, but if you 

persist, the results will come.

• Build a  strong relationship base. The human is naturally 

a social being, destined to live in a community that cares about the 

quality of this coexistence (see Aristotle – Zoon politikon). Unfortu-

nately, even a person who does not live alone can suff er feelings of 

loneliness. Let alone people with a mere virtual company, commu-

nicating applications and online friends who are physically distant. It 

is often not the number of close people or their constant proximity, 

but their quality that matters. Go ahead and use an Internet appli-

cation to look for a partner, but do not live your relationships there.

The ever more pervasive virtual space will always win the battle 

with the less glaring everyday reality, especially with the worries 

associated with it. There will always be something we can fall for, 

that we can become addicted to. The only thing that really matters 

is the degree of this dependency. 

Technology is changing the world, and it can be assumed that the 

future will take on the character of a science fi ction movie. It is cer-

tainly not possible to stop development, but more than ever, we 

must not neglect „authenticity“, spontaneity, our human nature that 

is always closely connected with nature, and develop a mature and 

responsible approach to all artifi cial systems. Suffi  ciently self-regu-

lated psychosocially mature personality has the greatest likelihood 

of being able to competently cope with the demands of their envi-

ronment. Where do you stand?
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ÚSTÍ NAD LABEM IS A STATUTORY UNIVERSITY TOWN IN THE NORTH-
WEST OF BOHEMIA IN THE FORMER SUDETENLAND. IT HAS OVER 90,000 
INHABITANTS AND THE CHEMICAL AND FOOD INDUSTRY IS DEVELOPING 
HERE. THE ELBE AND BÍLINA CONFLUENCE AND THE LOCATION BETWEEN 
THE CENTRAL BOHEMIAN HIGHLANDS AND THE ORE MOUNTAINS OFFER 
PLENTY OF PLACES FOR TRIPS. AND ALTHOUGH THE ÚSTÍ HAS NOT MANY 
PRESERVED HISTORICAL MONUMENTS, THE SPECIFIC CHARACTER IS 
PROVIDED BY BUILDINGS OF BRUTAL ARCHITECTURE AND ABANDONED 
HOUSES AND STREETS ATTRACTING LOVERS OF URBEX.

There is a lot of faults:
the story of the animated house Hraničář in Ústí nad Labem

: Public hall - from cinema to art

The Hraničář 1 building was built in Ústí in 1923 for the needs of Ger-

man Social Democrats. Since the 1930s there has been a cinema 

that the house owner closed in 2010 and the house orphaned. An 

opportunity for his revival took place in 2014, when the city‘s lea-

dership then denounced the contract of the Činoherní studio 2 

ensemble - Hraničář was to become his new haven. After a wave 

of protests, a change in the political situation, and especially thanks 

to a civic initiative, Činoherní studio returned to the original building 

on Střekova and Hraničář started looking for its own way to work.
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: It can t́ be funded 

 without sponsors
Within the national collection in support of Činoherní studium, CZK 

3.5 million was collected. These were used for the reconstruction 

of the premises. The building itself has a high operating cost: in 

winter, 70,000 CZK are needed for heating only, with half a mil-

lion for the whole year (i.e. 20 000 Euro). In Hraničář they started 

with grants and, thanks to a favorable position near the border, the 

cross-border cooperation with German partners have started. ”We 
fi led an application with the Elbe / Labe Euroregion, which is in 
charge of cross-border European grants. We have twice asked 
for support for the so-called small project, and we have always 
won it,” says Aleš Loziak, director of Hraničář.

As for the cooperation with foreign partners, it is not just about 

how to get the money: ”We also asked the German federation 
GEH8. The joint project is concerned with collecting information 
on the fi nancial sustainability of cultural non-profi t organizati-
ons. From this exchange of experience, opinions and ideas 
there will be a  Czech-German publication that summarizes 
the functioning of non-profi t institutions in Dresden and in our 
country,” Aleš explains. In addition to the subsidies for Hraničář 

there is some money from renting the space and from sales for 

cultural activities. At present, they have 4-5 million per year on 

the house, but optimal would be to have one more million.

: Create your own values

The team around Hraničář has seven permanent employees, 

four to fi ve paid external co-workers, and another four to fi ve 

volunteers. Each month, they prepare 20-22 events, this Sep-

tember there were 28 events. The program‘s  off er is varied 

not only in dramaturgy - music, fi lm, visual arts, discussions, 

workshops - but also in terms of the age distribution of visitors. 

In the framework of the recent Family Festival, there was a knit-

ting workshop lead by senior ladies; at another workshop, stu-

dents of textile production from local university UJEP mediated 

the current view of the matter. In addition, Hraničář is motiva-

ted to multi-generational cooperation directly on its website: 

a weekly fi lm club with an art workshop to actively link children 

and adults is taking place every week. 

: Close relationship to art

„We are doing the program from the point of view of contem-

porary art, especially because the overwhelming majority of us 

have graduated from Faculty of art and design FUD UJEP and 

we have a  close relationship with contemporary art.“ Because 

the people in the team around Hraničár are artists without any 

economic or managerial education, they are trying to professi-

onalize to reduce project problems. ”Once in a few months we 
have a strategic workshop with a man who has built a busi-
ness for twelve years, has a huge managerial experience, and 
now he‘s  doing couching. Getting a  look from the outside, 
which looks at our problems with a completely diff erent prism, 
is very important,” Aleš says. In connection with the program 

content, it also mentions the unwritten code of ethics in which 

the Hraničář works. ”We have defi ned who we will and will not 
cooperate with and that certain types of programs will not be 
run here. To be apolitical is also important,” he adds.

: The diff erence between 

 offi  cials and politicians

For Hraničář operation the city supports is needed. One of the 

inconspicuous initiatives to attract attention is the cultural map 

of Ústí, which is now visible on the wall in the foyer. ”There are 
plenty of active people, groups, clubs in Ústí and it would be 
nice to make a portal or a list so that people in Ústí can see 
what‘s going on here. I‘m afraid, however, that such a propo-
sal will not go through a political decision - it would not be 
the fi rst time,” Aleš explains how it goes at the city council. 

In spite of some partial failures, Aleš remains optimistic: two 

months ago, the city has asked them for three-year funding 

scheme description, which would allow the Hraničář team to 

better plan things forward. 

: Ales Loziak: 

 a Naive Workoholic

Photographer. Teacher at FUD UJEP at the studio of photogra-

phy designed mainly for foreigners. In the last year he had three 

exhibitions in Ústí, Prague and Most. He works in Hraničář as 

a director for half-time job. Besides he is making websites. He 

is the father of two children, his wife founded Tamaryšek club, 

which organizes art workshops and children‘s theater. And his 

greatest passion? ”I  am delighted to be a  mediator: I  enjoy 
having people deal with situations where they cannot agree 
and enjoy to look for solutions. My Life Creation: Everything 
is just a technical problem.”

1 2
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IN 2008, THE MLADÁ BOLESLAV INFOCENTRUM WAS GIVEN THE TASK 
OF INCREASING THE INTEREST OF TOURISTS IN THE CITY OF MLADÁ 
BOLESLAV. THE CITY REQUIRED ANY INVESTMENTS NEEDED TO BE 
MADE VIA EU SUBSIDIES. THE INFOCENTRE THEREFORE FIRST ASSESSED 
THE CURRENT SITUATION. WHAT WAS CLEAR FOR ALL TO SEE WAS 
THAT THE TOURIST INFORMATION CENTRE ON ITS OWN WAS NOT THE 
REPRESENTATIVE PLACE WHERE YOU WOULD LIKE TO WELCOME VISITORS, 
RATHER THE OPPOSITE WAS TRUE. WE FOUND OUT THAT VISITORS TO THE 
CITY ATTEND THE ŠKODA MUSEUM ONLY. THAT IS WHY OUR GOAL WAS TO 
KEEP THESE VISITORS IN THE CITY AND „SPEND“ THEIR MONEY ALSO AT 
OTHER ORGANIZATIONS AND ENTREPRENEURS. WE THEREFORE WANTED 
TO ADDRESS THESE TWO ISSUES. 

Metal Route 
a smart walking trail through the town of Mladá Boleslav

Gerard Keijsper : head of infocenter, keijsper@kulturamb.eu
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To increase the representativeness of the Tourist Information 

centre a large investment was required to get it on a level that 

was the standard in Western Europe because that required 

a  complete reconstruction of the facilities. In the case of the 

second problem, that is the visitors visiting Škoda museum and 

not going anywhere else, we had already acted on this problem 

previously with brochures and maps, which off ered alternative 

ways to spend time in the city. Their eff ectiveness was limi-

ted. For this reason the idea of a walking trail was borne in the 

Tourist Information centre; the walking trail that starts at Skoda 

museum and guides tourists in a natural way to other sights and 

the city points of interests. 

However, the issue of the educational trail raised another pro-

blem. For the nature trail, there is a need for many large infor-

mation panels where there is little room for texts, not to mention 

translations. And even if space was enough, in today‘s  fast-

-paced time people just do not like to read. At the same time, 

space for maps was needed, but huge information panels with 

maps were found to be an obsolete and boring solution. We 

wanted to create a visually attractive information panel. It occur-

red to us that we could have the panels made by art smiths. 

But outside the infocenter, this idea did not meet the positive 

feedback at fi rst. We did not give it up and we turned to the art 

smith. The designs were beautiful and the others could see that 

they could be very aesthetically tasteful. There was a challenge 

of texts. How to solve a lack of space for texts themselves and 

also translations into three languages? We‘ve approached a com-

pany that has met our requirements and designed a device that 

can play a spoken sound in our info panel. Moreover, it is not just 

a push of a button, which is a solution that is not attractive nowa-

days. We have designed an information panel that is interactive 

and entertaining. This means that in order to be able to listen to 

a recording of a certain memory or point of interest, it is neces-
sary to develop your own activity - spin the panel crank before 

a signal sounds to indicate that you have supplied the panel with 

the power to start the audio spot. Then you can just choose a lan-

guage and listen to an interesting narrative.

When we had our ideas more or less complete, we still had to 

secure funding. If funding from the Regional Operational Pro-

gram (the ROP Central Bohemia, EU fund for regional deve-

lopment) was requested specifi cally for the reconstruction of 

the information center and especially for the production and 
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location of information panels around the city, the project 

would not be suffi  ciently „strong“ and would have no chance 

of subsidizing. That is why we have teamed together into one 

project. And so the Metal route through Mladá Boleslav was 

born - an educational trail with metal information panels. All 

information panels were gradually established by the summer of 

2012. In the middle of the realization we also added sound spots 

for the children‘s path of the trail, which is shorter in response 

to the demand for greater appeal of the Metal route for Families 

with Children. When recording children‘s spots, we cooperated 

with the local Center for Youth and Children and they provided 

us with children‘s voices. For younger visitors we have also pre-

pared a  children competition brochure called “Wandering with 

Vojta along the metal trail”, which includes puzzles, challenges, 

drawings and questions. If they complete the tasks, they can col-

lect a well-deserved reward at the Tourist Information Centre. 

For some of the „information points“ of the Metal Way a high text 

intensity was typical, so where more text was needed, the sound 

infopanels were replaced with large information boards. Spe-

cifi cally, there were 2 large boards at the bus station, 1 double-

-sided information board with information on the city on the one 

side and about the region on the other, which we located at our 

information center. Another such board can be found at Municipal 

Palace Templ and at the Boleslav Castle. These panels contain 

a schematic map of the city, a magnifi cent drawing of the city by 

Ing. Arch. Staněk, uniform graphics and an artistically metal frame 

that refers to the Metal Route.

For a good orientation on the Metal Route blasting maps in 5 lan-

guages were released. These are available not only at the Info-

centrum, but also at the Škoda Museum, the Templ Palace, the 

Boleslav Castle etc.

Během dvou let byla v Mladé Boleslavi v rámci IPRM realizována 

spousta dalších investic, z nichž některé z nich si po svém dokon-

čení rozhodně zasloužily být součástí již existující Metalové cesty. 

Proto jsme se v rámci poslední výzvy ROP Střední Čechy rozhodli 

znovu požádat o dotace na rozšíření Metalové cesty. Z původní 

4kilometrové trasy tak vznikla trasa 7kilometrová a místo dvanácti 

zastavení u památek či zajímavostí jich má nyní Metalová cesta 

šestnáct.  Přibyl také velkoplošný panel u městského koupaliště. 

The Metal Route met with positive feedback, the citizens them-
selves even created a geocaching game, which we were very 

pleasantly surprised and, of course, we allowed it to be placed on 

www.metalovacesta.cz 1.

Within two years, a number of other investments were made in 

Mladá Boleslav within Development strategy plan (IPRM), some 

of which, after their completion, defi nitely deserved to be part of 

an already existing Metal Route. That is why we have decided to 

re-apply for a subsidy for the extension of the Metal Route within 

the last call of ROP Central Bohemia. From the original 4-kilome-

ter route, the 7-kilometer route was created and instead of twelve 

stops the Metal Route now has sixteen. There was also a large 

panel at the city swimming pool.
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From the beginning, we wanted the Metal Way to be accessible 

even for disabled people. That is why, with the help of other 

subsidies, we have ensured the mapping of the accessibility of 

the entire route and the 40 entities that provide services for tou-

rists and are on or near this route. The mapping was carried out 

according to the methodology developed for the Czech Minis-

try of Regional development by the Prague Wheelchair Organi-

zation and its results are published on our website.

As part of the popularization of the Metal Route, we organized 

the fi rst annual international smith symposium called Metal Sym-

posium in 2013. Every year we invite 5 artisan smiths from 5 
diff erent countries. Each of them creates a statue of metal in 

the course of a week, which later beautifi es the city of Mladá 

Boleslav. Now, at the end of the 5th year, we can say that we 

have 26 works from 29 diff erent authors coming from 16 diff e-

rent countries and from 4 continents. Since the 4th year of the 

Metal Symposium, wood carvers have also joined to create the-

matic benches. Statues and benches are planned to be installed 

in the public space and we believe that it will become more 

interesting for tourists.

Recently the Metal trail received a new touristic visiting card; 

this souvenir sticker can be added to your tourist diary and 

can be bought in the tourist offi  ce in Železná street in Mladá 

Boleslav.

The project Metal Route is not at its end. It is a “living orga-
nism“ that is constantly growing, changing and developing, and 

we still have the taste and ideas for new improvements.

1
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25.–28. 4. 2018

Brno, Czech Republic

www.smartcityfair.cz

C2C

B2B

B2B & C2C

new potential of 
networking among 
cities: City2City 
networking for sharing 
know how or discussing 
common projects

:  Early bird entrance fee

For registered participants before 15. 1. 2018

:  Want to be an exhibitor?

Register before 15. 1. 2018 to get the special 
exhibition price
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